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IN THE REMOTE DESERT and scrub regions of Western Australia and 
southern Africa, an incredible adventure is taking shape. Not a safari or 
an outback tour, but a scientific adventure — the creation of a $1 billion, 
international, multi-decadal astronomy facility on a scale the world has 
never seen before. It’s the Square Kilometre Array (SKA), which, when 
completed, will comprise thousands of antennae picking up faint radio 
whispers from the farthest reaches of the universe.

There was initial disappointment in both Australia and Africa when it 
was announced some years back that the SKA would be shared between 
the two continents, rather than having it located on one or the other. But 
I think it’s fair to say that those feelings have dissipated. The SKA is such 
a huge endeavour that hosting half of it is more than enough for anyone.

Just as Hubble, and other telescopes before it, changed our view of 
the cosmos forever, so too will the SKA revolutionise our understanding 
of space and time. The flood of data that will be analysed by the world’s 
best supercomputers, will not only help to answer age-long questions 
about the evolution of the universe — it promises also to throw up new 
questions and puzzles that we haven’t even thought of yet.

SKA will be a 
game-changer

Jonathan Nally, Editor
editor@skyandtelescope.com.au
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EVER SINCE NASA’S Dawn spacecraft
reached asteroid 1 Ceres in early
2015, mission scientists have been
fixated on bright patches inside the
92-km-wide crater Occator (above).
The spots, forming a bright area called
Cerealia Facula at Occator’s centre
and a complex of secondary spots,
collectively called Vinalia Faculae, on
its eastern floor, appear to be deposits
of carbonate-rich salts — residue from
briny flows that gurgled up from a fluid
reservoir (perhaps a global ocean) deep
in the asteroid’s interior.

Occator was gouged into the
landscape about 34 million years ago,
but the whitish dome at its centre
is much younger — just 4 million
years old. That’s the conclusion of a
new analysis published in the March
2017 Astronomical Journal by Andreas
Nathues (Max Planck Institute for
Solar System Research, Germany) and
colleagues.

The team focused a lot of its
attention on the bright, high-standing
dome in the crater’s centre (right).
Some 3 km across and 400 metres high,
it’s not the classic ‘central peak’ that
many large craters get when they form.
Instead, the dome sits within a broad
pit, about 11 km across, that’s rimmed
by fractures.

The dome isn’t really white, despite
what images suggest. It’s about 30%
reflective — compared to 2% to 4%
for the dark surrounding terrain. Last
year another Dawn team, using the
spacecraft’s infrared spectrometer,
found infrared absorption bands due
to carbonates in Cerealia Facula. The
carbonate deposit must be fairly thick,
too, because the dome bears a dozen
small impacts, 80 to 300 m across, and

Recent eruptions on Ceres?

White spots dot the floor of
Occator, a prominent crater
on Ceres. NASA’s Dawn
spacecraft has seen haze
inside the crater that appears
to be linked to the spots.

An enhanced-colour 
close-up reveals a bright 
dome sitting within a 
smooth-walled pit in 
the centre of Occator. 
Numerous linear features 
and fractures crisscross 
the dome’s top and flanks.

all are bright like their surroundings.
The dome’s relatively young age 

suggests that cold, briny eruptions, 
known as cryovolcanism, emerged from 
a liquid reservoir trapped between a 
muddy icy mantle and a silicate-rich 
core. Once the slushy stuff breached the 
surface, exposing it to the cold vacuum 
of space, the brine would have quickly 
frozen and its water would have rapidly 
boiled or sublimated away, leaving the 
salts behind as a solid residue.

Whether the salts now exist as a stiff 
layer or as a fine fluffy powder on the 
surface isn’t known. In late April the 
Dawn project planned to examine the 
dome with an illumination phase angle 
of 0° — that is, with sunlight coming 
from directly behind the spacecraft. 
Observations made at this special 
geometry should narrow down the grain 
sizes in the salt deposits.

Nor is it clear how often eruptions 
might have occurred. “A long-lasting 
process appears to be prevalent,” the 
team concludes, “whereby periodically 
or episodically ascending bright 
material from a subsurface reservoir 
was deposited, expelled from fractures, 
and extruded onto the surface, forming 
the present-day central dome.”
■  J. KELLY BEATTY

NEWS NOTES  
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NASA’S MAVEN SPACECRAFT has 
confirmed that the solar wind stripped 
the Red Planet of its dense, early 
atmosphere, more than likely through a 
process called sputtering.

Mars wasn’t always the frozen, barren 
place it is now. Based on the ratio of 
various gas isotopes, scientists have 
long suspected that the Red Planet lost 
anywhere from 25% to 90% of its initial 
atmosphere, with the estimates favouring 
at least 50%. One explanation has been 
that the solar wind stripped it away.

Now, MAVEN scientists have 
confirmed this hypothesis. Using the 
spacecraft’s measurements, Bruce 
Jakosky (University of Colorado, 
Boulder) and colleagues determined the 
abundances of the noble gas argon-36 
and of the heavier isotope argon-38. 
The latter naturally settles lower in the 
Martian air, leaving argon-36 enriched 
in the upper atmosphere.

This leaves the lighter isotope 
more susceptible to being torn away 
by the solar wind. Ultraviolet solar 
photons first knock electrons from 
atoms and molecules in the uppermost 
atmosphere, forming ions. The 
magnetised solar wind then picks up 
these ions, whirling them around and 
flinging some of them back into the 

Mars’ atmosphere  
lost into space  

through ‘sputtering’

atmosphere, where they collide with 
neutral atoms and molecules there — 
such as argon-36 — and ‘sputter’ them 
every which way, including out of the 
atmosphere entirely.

MAVEN’s observations show that 
today’s Mars has far too little argon-36, 
if it started out with a level similar to 
Earth’s and that of other Solar System 
objects. To explain the current ratio, 
the planet must have lost roughly two-
thirds of its atmospheric argon over its 
history, the team concludes.

This estimate agrees with previous 
Mars studies, including a 2013 effort by 
Sushil Atreya (University of Michigan) 
and others using Curiosity rover data. 
The new result incorporates those 
measurements; MAVEN’s contribution is 
the evidence for how the argon isotopes 
separate and how the argon is lost.

Other atmospheric constituents 
would have escaped Mars with argon. 
Jakosky’s team estimates that, based on 
the argon ratio, Mars has lost at least 
0.5 bar (half the atmospheric pressure 
at sea level on Earth) of its primary 
atmospheric molecule, carbon dioxide. 
That’s enough to at least partially 
explain what happened to the planet’s 
ancient warmer, wetter climate.
■  CAMILLE M. CARLISLE

SUPERNOVA ERUPTS IN LUPUS
ON MARCH 10TH, Leonardo 
Tartaglia (University of California, 
Davis) and colleagues discovered 
Supernova 2017cbv in NGC 5643. 
This spiral galaxy lies 55 million 
light-years from Earth and sits 
in the far western corner of the 
constellation Lupus. At discovery, the 
stellar explosion was only magnitude 
15, but two weeks later it had 
brightened to magnitude 11.5, within 
easy reach of a 15-cm telescope. 
Fortunately, because NGC 5643 lies 
at declination –44° 08′, observers in 
the South Hemisphere were well-
placed to see it. Spectra indicate 
the explosion was a Type Ia, the 
aftermath of a white dwarf’s death. 
The discovery is part of the D<40 
Mpc Survey, which observes galaxies 
within a distance of 40 megaparsecs 
(Mpc), or 130 million light-years, 
every night down to a limit of about 
magnitude 19. Read more at https://
is.gd/sn2017cbv.
■  BOB KING

SN 2017cbv, in outskirts of NGC 5643

Pan: Saturn’s ravioli-shaped moon
This close-up shows the bizarre shape of Saturn’s moon Pan. The Cassini spacecraft took the image during 

a flyby on March 7th, when it came within about 24,000 km of the moonlet. A mere 35 km across, Pan is 
nestled in the Encke Gap within Saturn’s A ring, where it kicks up spiral density waves in the ring. Scientists 

suspect the flange of ice around Pan’s equatorial bulge is ring material the moon has swept up and 
collected as it cruises through the Encke Gap. The skirt of ice towers several kilometres above the surface.

■  DAVID DICKINSON
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NASA narrows Mars
2020 landing sites
Three candidates are now in the running
for where NASA’s Mars 2020 rover will land
— Columbia Hills, the crater Jezero, and
northeastern Syrtis Major. All three are near the
equator. The latter two are close to each other,
on the edge of Isidis Planitia; Columbia Hills
was explored by NASA’s Spirit rover, which
discovered evidence for ancient hot springs
there. The sites selected include terrains
where water might once have flowed and, just
possibly, sustained microbial Martian life. Read
more at https://is.gd/mars2020threesites.

■ DAVID DICKINSON

Meteorites date
solar nebula’s demise
A study of ancient meteorites has refined the
date for the dissolution of the solar nebula, the
cloud of dust and gas from which the planets
formed. From snapshots of infant exoplanet
systems, astronomers had crudely estimated
that the nebula lasted 1 to 10 million years,
until the newborn Sun’s radiation cleared it
away. But by looking at some of the oldest

A NEW STUDY of six young, star-
forming galaxies suggests they’re less
influenced by dark matter than expected.
But the results perhaps say more about
galaxy evolution than about dark matter.

One of the main arguments for the
existence of dark matter is that galaxies’
outer reaches rotate more quickly
than expected based on the matter we
observe. Now, in March 16th’s Nature,
Reinhard Genzel (Max Planck Institute
for Extraterrestrial Physics, Germany)
and colleagues report that the outskirts
of six distant galaxies do the opposite:
They rotate more slowly than the
inclusion of dark matter would predict.
Averaged data from 97 other (fainter)
distant galaxies show the same result.

That’s not to say that dark matter
is absent — there’s just not as much as
astronomers expected. The dark matter
cushions these galaxies lie in appear to
be rather threadbare.

One possibility, says Mark Swinbank
(Durham University, UK), who
authored an accompanying article in
Nature, is that the dark matter halos
of these galaxies are still growing. But
that would fundamentally change how
we view galaxy evolution — the halos
should be largely in place before the gas
and stars come together.

Another possibility is that we’re

RUNAWAY STARS IN ORION
A RUNAWAY PROTOSTAR in the Orion
Nebula suggests a tussle occurred
between four stars 540 years ago.

The protostar, labeled Source X, lies
in the vicinity of the Kleinmann-Low
Nebula, the most active part of the
star-forming Orion Nebula complex.
By comparing Hubble Space Telescope
images from 1998 and 2015, Kevin
Luhman (Penn State University) and
colleagues found that Source X is moving
at more than 55 km/s, away from the
same origin point as two other high-
velocity stars — called BN and Source I,
which are zooming in opposite directions
at 26 km/s and 10 km/s, respectively.

The three objects might once have
been part of a four-star system. When
two of the stars came too close together,
they formed a binary or merged
(Source I), sending BN and Source X
flying. The new measurement of Source
X’s motion accounts for the system’s
missing kinetic energy and seals the deal.
■ MONICA YOUNG

simply viewing these galaxies during 
a crucial era. Genzel’s team chose 
to observe massive, star-forming 
disk galaxies during cosmic noon, the 
universe’s peak in star formation, about 
2 to 8 billion years after the Big Bang. 
Recent computer simulations by Adi 
Zolotov (Ohio State University) and 
colleagues show that virtually all such 
massive galaxies take a fast track toward 
evolution, their burst of star formation 
instigated by a single event. As a result, 
massive, star-forming galaxies will look 
a lot more compact during this cosmic 
era than they actually are. 

So measuring their rotations 
won’t reveal the influence of the full 
dark matter halo around them, says 
simulation coauthor Joel Primack 
(University of California, Santa Cruz). 
The dark matter simulations actually 
predict the Genzel team’s result.
■  MONICA YOUNG

Artistic galaxy, with arrow lengths 
corresponding to rotation speeds

meteorites on Earth, known as angrites, 
Huapei Wang (MIT) and colleagues put the 
solar nebula’s lifetime at 3 to 4 million years. 
The magnetism ‘frozen’ into meteorites of 
various ages dropped more than tenfold in 
strength between 2 and 3.8 million years 
after the Solar System’s formation, the team 
reports in the February 10th Science. The 
magnetic field would have been associated 
with the solar nebula.

■  DAVID DICKINSON

Black hole gnaws on star
The black hole in the galaxy SDSS 
J1500+0154 has been eating the same 
star for at least 11 years — a feast that 
normally takes one to two years. X-ray 
observations suggest the object has been 
gorging itself on the shredded star’s remains 
at what should be an unsustainable rate, 
called super-Eddington accretion, Dacheng 
Lin (University of New Hampshire) and 
colleagues report February 6th in Nature 
Astronomy. The detection supports the idea 
that the universe’s first big black holes could 
grow this way. 

■  MONICA YOUNG
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Less dark matter in young galaxies?
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Australian Geographic – 1300 746 724 – shop.australiangeographic.com.au
Bintel – 02 9518 7255 – bintel.com.au
Optics Central – 1300 884 763 – opticscentral.com.au    
Sirius Optics – 07 3423 2355 – sirius-optics.com.au

CELESTRON AUSTRALIAN RETAILERS:
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 Mars Pathfinder and its rover, Sojourner, were interplanetary trailblazers.

First wheels on Mars

ALTHOUGH THE SPACE PROGRAMS 
of the major nations have been always 
largely been engineering and logistic 
endeavours to ‘prove it could be done’ 
and to gather scientific information 
upon the way, these enterprises have also 
long carried geopolitical baggage. The 
1960s ‘race to the Moon’ between the 
United States and the Soviet Union was 
largely the Cold War played out in space, 
with the early victories to the Soviets 
and the ultimate prize to the Americans. 
Significant successes by one or the other 
could be trumpeted as evidence of the 
superior technology of that state, and by 
extension the superiority of its political 
and economic system.

Although that ideological spirit 
has largely faded now, it persisted for 
many years. The US was very keen to 
complete its first soft landing on Mars 
on July 4, 1976, the 200th anniversary 
of the Declaration of Independence. 
Operational difficulties spoilt that dream 
and the landing of Viking 1 was delayed 
until the 20th (a significant-enough date 
given that exactly five years before, Apollo 
11 had touched down on the Moon).

But the July 4 link to Mars was 
firmly established 21 years later in 
1997, when the first successful Mars 
mission since the two Vikings in 1976 
— was Mars Pathfinder — landed in 
much the same area as Viking 1. It 
was a trailblazer in many ways. It was, 
for example, an embodiment of a new 

NASA strategy of “cheaper, faster, 
better,” and therefore much less costly 
than comparable earlier missions. And 
after being slowed by a heatshield, 
parachute and retrorockets, the craft’s 
landing was cushioned by airbags to 
protect it from damage; another first.

And it carried a passenger — a 
10-kilogram, shoebox-sized rover called 
Sojourner, ready to roam across the 
surface on its tiny wheels. This was a 
‘proof of concept’ for the use of rovers 
to explore other worlds, though the 
Soviets had deployed similar machines 
on the Moon in the 1960s. It was the 
forerunner of the much larger rovers 
Spirit, Opportunity and Curiosity on 
later missions to Mars.

Most of the scientific smarts of the 
mission were in Sojourner. The lander 
that brought it down was equipped 
merely to take pictures and sample the 
weather. Of course it worked hard at 
that, taking 16,500 photographs and 
gathering 8.5 million measurements 
of air pressure, temperature and wind 
speed over three months.

Sojourner rolled out on sol 2 (ie. 
day two on Mars). It was no speedster, 
moving at about 1 centimetre per 
second, but over the 80 sols of its active 
life it travelled about 100 metres, never 
far from the lander. It was no dumb 
robot either, with software to help it 
find its way around obstacles, rather 
than wait for instructions from Earth, 

more than 20 minutes away by radio.
In its quest for knowledge, it fronted 

up to a number of nearby rocks, named 
after cartoon characters such as Yogi Bear 
and Scooby Doo, to sniff their mineral 
content. Alpha particles were fired 
into the rocks, stimulating x-rays at 
frequencies characteristic of the various 
chemical elements. It was slow work, 
taking 10 hours to analyse one rock, but 
all of the elements found on Earth, other 
than hydrogen, were detected.

This was a pioneering enterprise, 
designed to see what might be achieved 
with the larger and much better-
equipped missions then being planned, 
and which we have since seen come to 
fruition. As is often the case with such 
missions, it exceeded its design lifetime 
of about one month; the rover continued 
to run for nearly three months.

Twenty years after Mars Pathfinder 
fell silent, it was spotted from above 
by the cameras of a newer spacecraft, 
the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. The 
lander was renamed the Sagan Memorial 
Station in honour of the US scientist 
Carl Sagan, who had done so much to 
raise public interest in astronomy and 
also made major contributions to our 
understanding of the way the planets 
have come to be as they are.

■ DAVID ELLYARD presented SkyWatch 
on ABC TV. His StarWatch StarWheel 
has sold over 100,000 copies.

DISCOVERIES  by David Ellyard 

The first wheeled vehicle on Mars, Sojourner, 
spent three months exploring the surface.
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KILOMETRE
Spread across two continents,
the SKA will be the largest 
astronomical facility ever built.

The Square

ARRAY

RADIO REVOLUTION by Govert Schilling
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IT’S A SPECTACULAR SUNSET, with hues ranging from 
subtle pink and pearl to flaming orange and gold. Venus 
shines high in the west; Earth’s shadow creeps up in the east. 
Low, thorny vegetation makes it hard to wander around. And 
dangerous, too — there are scorpions here. I’m in the Great 
Karoo, a vast semi-arid region, some five hundred kilometres 
northeast of Cape Town. It’s incredibly quiet. Hardly anyone 
lives here; the nearest small town, Carnarvon, is roughly one 
hundred kilometres away.

Still, there’s ample sign of human activity. Silhouetted 
against the colourful clouds are the dishes of the South 
African MeerKAT radio telescope array, which is still very 
much under construction during my visit in late November 
2016. “By the end of 2017, all 64 MeerKAT antennae will 
hopefully be in place,” says my host Angus Flowers, the 
project’s media liaison, as he drives us back to the Losberg 
Lodge, a former farmstead close to the observatory’s central 
area now operated by radio astronomers.

A few kilometres away from the budding MeerKAT is a 
broken ring of low mountains that help to keep out unwanted 
radio interference from distant farms and towns. Later that 
night, when we are outside under the stars, enjoying our braai 
dinner (the popular South African version of barbecue), I 
imagine what the site may look like some 15 years from now. 
If you could fly up, high above the flat-topped mesas, you’d 
be looking down at the largest collection of radio dishes ever 
built — the South African part of the Square Kilometre Array 
(SKA). Comprising 2,000 antennae, it will spread out over 
much of the Karoo, way beyond the horizon, and even into 
other African countries.

And that’s only part of the story. While the African array 
(called SKA-mid) will focus on mid-frequency radio waves, its 
Australian counterpart (SKA-low), made up of more than a 
million simpler antennae, will study the low-frequency radio 
universe. So far, only the first phase of the ambitious, two-
continent project (SKA1) has been funded. SKA1, cost-capped 
at 650 million euros (nearly $920 million), will comprise 
200 dishes in South Africa and many tens of thousands of 
antennae in Australia. The hope is to complete the second 
phase (SKA2) in 2030, with a whopping tenfold increase in 
observing power. 

The SKA is an unprecedented multi-phase, multi-
wavelength, multi-continent endeavour. “It never ceases to 
impress me,” says Flowers.

Aperture synthesis
Radio astronomy is a young discipline. After Karl Jansky’s 
1933 discovery of radio waves from the Milky Way, it took 
until the late 1950s before giant dishes were erected, such as 
the venerable 76-metre Lovell Telescope at the Jodrell Bank 
Observatory in northern England. But only with the advent 
of the techniques called radio interferometry and aperture 
synthesis in the 1960s did astronomers succeed in obtaining 

SUNSET OVER THE KAROO MeerKAT dishes stand 
sentinel at dusk at South Africa’s remote SKA site.

GOVERT SCHILLING
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HOW INTERFEROMETRY WORKS When two radio antennae
observe a source that’s not at the zenith, the signal travels slightly
different distances to reach each of them (here, the path to Dish A is
longer than to Dish B). A supercomputer correlator compares the signals
and determines how much of a shift is necessary to make the signals
constructively interfere. That shift corresponds to the time delay, and thus
the path length difference and angle to the source. Combining this data
from many pairs of antennae improves the position’s accuracy.

FIRST LIGHT Each 
bright dot in the image 
at far left represents a 
distant galaxy, detected 
with the first 16 dishes 
of the MeerKAT array 
in 2016. The close-up 
(near left) zooms in on 
a few of these galaxies, 
revealing radio-bright 
outflows powered by the 
galaxies’ supermassive 
black holes.

detailed ‘images’ of the radio sky. These are the techniques 
behind famous facilities like the Australia Telescope 
Compact Array in New South Wales, the Karl G. Jansky Very 
Large Array (VLA) in New Mexico and the Atacama Large 
Millimetre/submillimetre Array (ALMA) in northern Chile.

As most amateur astronomers know, a telescope’s 
aperture determines both the instrument’s light-gathering 
power (‘sensitivity’) and its angular resolution. But angular 
resolution also depends on wavelength. While a 100-mm 
optical telescope provides a resolution of approximately 
one arcsecond, you would need a 50-kilometre dish to ‘see’ 
the same amount of detail at a radio wavelength of 21 
centimetres, equivalent to a frequency of 1420 megahertz. 

However, an array of smaller dishes spread out over an 
area 50 kilometres across works almost as well. By combining 
the signals detected by the individual antennae (the process 
called radio interferometry), you can synthesise a virtual 
telescope (aperture synthesis) that’s as large as the distance 
between the dishes, albeit with a much lower sensitivity than 
a single huge instrument would have.

MeerKAT, with its 13.5-metre dishes, uses this same 
technique. More than five years ago, South African radio 
astronomers and engineers completed a test facility, known 
as KAT-7 (Karoo Array Telescope, with seven 12-metre 
dishes). The main goal was to demonstrate the country’s 
ability to design, build and operate such high-tech 
instruments, in support of South Africa’s bid to eventually 
host the Square Kilometre Array. MeerKAT is now one of 
the four official SKA precursor telescopes. The observatory’s 
first-light image, obtained with only 16 operational dishes, 
was released in July 2016. It shows more than 1,300 remote 
galaxies — most of them never observed before — in an area 
of sky measuring approximately 2° on a side.

The preliminary results bode well for the completed 
MeerKAT array, but even more so for SKA1-mid — the mid-
frequency part of the SKA’s first phase. Construction will 
start in 2018, using Chinese-built antennae to expand the 
existing array. SKA1-mid will provide a maximum baseline 
of 150 km and a total collecting area of some 33,000 m2, 
equivalent to 126 tennis courts. It will have four times higher 
resolution and five times higher sensitivity than the VLA.

Interferometry 101

RADIO REVOLUTION
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Prospects and challenges
With its huge frequency range (50 to 350 megahertz for 
SKA-low, and 350 megahertz to 14 gigahertz for SKA-mid), 
the first phase of the Square Kilometre Array is already going 
to be an incredibly versatile instrument. According to British 
radio astronomer Phil Diamond, Director General of the 
SKA Organisation, the project is similar in scale to other big 
observatories such as ALMA, the James Webb Space Telescope 
and the European Extremely Large Telescope, and will 
contribute to a vast number of science topics. “It will cover 
almost everything, from fundamental physics to extraterrestrial 
life,” he says, adding, “Yes, SETI is in the science case.”

The SKA will reveal the cosmic distribution of hydrogen 
gas throughout space and time, able to reach back to the 
universe’s first 100 million years. This distribution will shed 
light on the evolution of galaxies and the history of star 
formation, since both of these processes use hydrogen as a 
building block — and, when enough radiation is involved, 
can ionise its atoms on large scales, transforming the 
hydrogen landscape. Studying cosmic evolution and the 
growth of the universe’s large-scale structure should also 
provide more information on the role and nature of dark 
matter and dark energy. 

On a less cosmic scale, the SKA is sensitive enough to detect 
the faint radio waves that are emitted by rotating carbon-
bearing molecules, both in large molecular clouds and in 
protoplanetary disks, giving insight into prebiotic chemistry. 
Its data will enable astronomers to map intergalactic magnetic 
fields by measuring the fields’ effects on the polarisation of 
radio waves, or by observing synchrotron radiation from 
electrons spiraling around magnetic field lines.

As for fundamental physics, SKA1 will be a superb pulsar 
observatory. By meticulously measuring the pulse arrival 
times of dozens of millisecond pulsars all over the sky for 
many years on end, astronomers hope to finally detect 
extremely low-frequency gravitational waves from binary 
supermassive black holes in remote galaxies. Just like the 
recent detections of higher-frequency spacetime ripples 
from merging black holes, such observations would provide 
stringent tests of Einstein’s theory of general relativity and 
might lead the way to a successful description of quantum 
gravity. The gravitational waves will (hopefully) appear in 
SKA1-mid’s data, while SKA1-low’s observations will provide a 
baseline to clean out noise.

Building the SKA is not going to be easy, though. The 
Great Karoo is a desert-like, almost uninhabited area. Tens 
of kilometres of gravel roads and tracks had to be sealed 
to allow easier access to the observatory from Carnarvon. 
Nearby farmers need to be convinced that MeerKAT 
(and SKA after it) is not producing harmful radiation, 
and conversely that they need to keep sources of radio 
interference to an absolute minimum. The local population 
turns out to be very suspicious of the ever-growing facility, 
with some worried it will devolve into a land grab and 

SKA1-MID

Artist’s concept

Location: 
South Africa

Frequency range: 
~200 

dishes (including 64 
MeerKAT dishes)

Total 
collecting 

area: 

33,000 m2
Maximum  
distance  
between dishes:  

150 km

Total raw data output:

2 terabytes 
per second

62 exabytes  
per yearSKA1-MID

Enough to fill up  

340,000 laptops  
with content every day

Compared to the Jansky Very Large Array, the current  
best similar instrument in the world:

better 
resolution

more 
sensitive

the survey 
speed

MHz     to    GHz
350  14

60x5x4x

or 126 
tennis 
courts

average

x340,000
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destroy the agricultural economy.
Then there’s the technical challenge. Building the dishes, 

pedestals and sensitive receivers is one thing, but hooking 
every single antenna up to a central supercomputer through 
optical fibre connections is another. SKA1-mid’s total raw 
data output amounts to 2 terabytes per second, or over 
60 exabytes (60 × 1018 bytes) per year — more than 5% of 
the total internet data traffic in 2016. This all has to be 
processed in real time by dedicated correlators and data 
processors to produce the final high-resolution radio images 
that astronomers are after. The required number-crunching 
power is on the order of 350 petaflops — 350 thousand 
trillion calculations (or floating point operations, hence ‘flop’) 
per second; the expected yearly output of archived science 
data products would fill 7 billion DVDs. As Australian 
astronomical computing expert Andreas Wicenec (University 
of Western Australia) says, “The deluge continues”.

Outback proving ground
I met Wicenec in June 2016 in Perth, Western Australia, 
where he’s involved in the Australia SKA Pathfinder (ASKAP). 
Nearing completion at the Murchison Radio-astronomy 
Observatory, some 800 kilometres north of Perth, ASKAP is 
another SKA precursor telescope. It’s a six-kilometre wide, 

36-antenna array. The 12-metre dishes are each equipped 
with phased array feeds, receivers capable of detecting multiple 
radio beams simultaneously, providing the observatory with 
an unprecedented 30-square-degree field of view — 150 times 
the apparent area of the full Moon in the sky.

According to Wicenec, ASKAP produces some 250 
terabytes per day of raw data, more than 15 times the 
nightly data forecast for the upcoming Large Synoptic Survey 
Telescope. A dedicated supercomputer called Galaxy at the 
Pawsey Supercomputing Centre in Perth processes the flood. 
At present, it’s the fastest radio observatory in the world 
in terms of survey speed. Astronomers expect ASKAP to 
eventually map some 70 million radio sources — a thirtyfold 
increase over the current number. 

Like MeerKAT, the project was largely developed to 
support an SKA bid — in the first decade of this century, both 
South Africa and Australia were hoping to host the future 
array, back when the plan was to have it in only one place. 
But contrary to MeerKAT, ASKAP will not become part of 
the SKA: SKA-low will be at the same site, but it will use a 
completely different kind of antenna. Instead, says CSIRO’s 
Astronomy and Space Science director Douglas Bock, ASKAP 
will be a great observatory on its own. Bock expects the array 
to be completed in 2018.

SKA Precursors
Name Frequency range 

Australia SKA Pathfinder (ASKAP)  700 MHz–1.8 GHz 

Hydrogen Epoch of Reionisation Array (HERA)  50–250 MHz 

MeerKAT  300 MHz–3 GHz 

Murchison Widefield Array (MWA)  80–300 MHz 

S O U T H
A F R I C A

N A M I B I A

Cape
Town

Port
Elizabeth

80 km

8 km

Perth

W E S T E R N A U S T R A L I A

80 km

3 km

ON THE MAP Shown are the preliminary locations for SKA1-mid and SKA1-low. Each South African icon represents a single dish; each 
Australian icon represents a station of 256 individual antennae. The insets give a slightly clearer picture, although the sheer scale is still hard to 
grasp. Designers chose the spiral configuration because it provides a variety of baseline distances and angles between antennae, enabling very 
high-resolution imaging with interferometry. (The best layout would be random, but construction considerations make that undesirable.)

Antenna type

12-m dish

14-m mesh dish

13.5-m dish

dipole antenna

Location

Australia

South Africa

South Africa

Australia

RADIO REVOLUTION
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In May 2012, after a lot of political tugs of war, it was 
finally decided to build the Square Kilometre Array on both 
continents. “That wasn’t necessarily the cheapest option,” 
admits SKA director Diamond, “but it was a nice way to 
exploit the best qualities of both sites.” 

The original goal was to expand ASKAP to a 96-dish array. 
With its huge field of view, it would have become the survey 
part of the Square Kilometre Array — a full-fledged third 
observatory next to SKA-mid and SKA-low. But two years 
ago that plan was scrubbed — at least for the foreseeable 
future — because of budgetary issues. Instead, the first phase 
of the Australian part of the SKA will contain about 130,000 
simple dipole antennae, grouped in stations of 256 each. The 
relatively cheap, mass-produced antennae will look a bit like 
small, slender Christmas trees and stand almost two metres 
tall. A few years from now, the WA desert will be decorated 
with some 500 patches of metal forest.

Spiders and Christmas trees
The technique of using huge numbers of dipole antennae to 
create maps of the low-frequency radio sky has been pioneered 
over the past decade by the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) in 
the Netherlands, which was inaugurated in the summer of 
2010. The concept is pretty straightforward. LOFAR consists 
of some 50 individual ‘stations,’ each about 100 metres across 
and containing dozens of dipole antennae. Radio waves from a 
source at the zenith, right above your head, will arrive at all the 
antennae in a particular station at exactly the same time. But 
for every other position in the sky, there will be tiny differences 
in the wavefront’s arrival time. By combining the signals 
from individual antennae according to the specific pattern of 
time-of-arrival differences that corresponds to a particular sky 
position, a LOFAR-like array can be virtually ‘pointed’ in any 
direction — a process called beam forming. 

In fact, smart computer processing allows LOFAR’s dipoles 
to ‘look’ in eight different directions at once. To further 
enhance resolution, astronomers then combine observations 
from the individual stations interferometrically.

The required computer processing power for this technique 
is huge: SKA1-low will produce an incredible 157 terabytes 
of raw data per second, or five times the estimated global 
internet traffic for all of 2016. Because of the limited capacity 
of optical fibres, part of the data reduction will be done by 
smaller processors at the actual antenna stations.

The Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory feels even 
more remote than MeerKAT in South Africa: Murchison 
Shire spreads about 110 inhabitants across an area larger 
than the Netherlands. A small aircraft takes me from 
Perth to Boolardy Station, a former sheep farm east of 
the settlement. It’s a spectacular 90-minute flight over an 
orange-red semi-desert covered with low, shrubby vegetation. 
From Boolardy, it’s another 30 minutes by 4WD truck to the 
actual observatory. Eagles soar high in the sky; a kangaroo 
hops across the bumpy gravel road. In the harsh sunlight, 

Location: Australia

Frequency range: 
~130,000 

antennae spread  
between 500 stations

Total 
collecting 

area: 

0.4 km2 Maximum distance  
between stations:  

65 km

Total raw data output:

157 terabytes 
per second

4.9 zettabytes 
per yearSKA1-LOW

Enough to fill up  

35,000 DVDs  
every second

the estimated 
global internet 
traffic in 2016 
(source: Cisco)

Compared to LOFAR Netherlands, the current  
best similar instrument in the world:

better 
resolution

more 
sensitive

the survey 
speed

MHz   to   MHz
50  350

135x8x

5x

25%

SKA1-LOW
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AFTER THE VIOLENCE of the Big Bang
fully subsided, some 370,000 years later, 
the universe was filled with cool, neutral 
hydrogen gas. But those cosmic dark 
ages came to an end when the energetic 
radiation of the first stars and quasars 
started to ionise their surroundings. Over 
time, these growing bubbles of hot gas 
became ever more numerous. Eventually, 
they started to overlap each other and, 

in the end, intergalactic space became
ionised.

Astronomers can learn a lot about the 
early evolution of the universe by studying 
this Epoch of Reionisation (it’s called 
re-ionisation because the gas started 
out in an ionised state right after the Big 
Bang). Neutral hydrogen atoms naturally 
emit at a radio wavelength of 21.1 cm 
(a frequency of 1420.4 MHz), but the 

radiation from these very early epochs
has been redshifted by the expansion of 
the universe to wavelengths of a couple 
of metres. This range falls in the low-
frequency regime. By mapping the sky at 
various wavelengths (corresponding to 
various redshifts and look-back times), 
cosmologists will be able to reconstruct 
the details of how neutral hydrogen 
disappeared from the scene.

370,000 0.1 billion 1 billion

Years after the Big Bang

Redshift

Reionisation
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The Epoch of Reionisation

the white dishes of ASKAP are almost too bright to look at. 
Technicians are using small mobile cranes to install new 
phased array receivers. 

Not far from the core region of ASKAP is the Murchison 
Widefield Array (MWA), the third SKA precursor instrument. 
More or less similar to LOFAR, it consists of 128 ‘tiles’ of 16 
small, spider-like antennae each. By the time you read this, 
the number of tiles will probably have grown to 256 — they’re 
really cheap and easy to deploy. For SKA1-low, the antennae 
will have a different design, and the tiles, or stations, will 
be bigger and more numerous. Eventually, a total of 512 
stations will be spread out over an area 65 kilometres across. 
As each station will hold 256 antennae, the total number of 
‘Christmas trees’ is 131,072. In the proposed second phase 
of the Square Kilometre Array, the plan is to increase the 
number of antennae to well over a million, and to have 
outlier stations all over Australia and even in New Zealand.

Cosmic dawn
With 25% better resolution, eight times higher sensitivity, 

MILESTONES IN COSMIC HISTORY After the Big Bang, the universe was filled with a soup of photons and subatomic particles. After 370,000 
years, it cooled enough for atoms to form, mostly neutral hydrogen. (This is also when the light of the cosmic microwave background was 
released to fly freely through the universe.) The universe remained in a neutral state until light from the first stars and galaxies started to ionise 
their surroundings in the Epoch of Reionisation. After several hundred million years, the gas in the universe was completely ionised.

RADIO SPIDERS About knee height, the antennae of the Murchison 
Widefield Array stand together in ‘tiles’ of 16. They cover a similar 
frequency range as SKA1-low but with a different antenna design.

RADIO REVOLUTION
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and 135 times faster survey speed than LOFAR, SKA1-low is
poised to finally solve the riddle of cosmic dawn: when and
how the cosmic dark ages came to an end, and what kind of
objects — massive stars or fledgling quasars — were the first to
make the universe shine. Similar observations will be carried
out in South Africa’s Great Karoo by the HERA telescope
(Hydrogen Epoch of Reionisation Array), which is the fourth
and final SKA precursor instrument. Next year, HERA will
comprise some 350 simple stationary wire-mesh dishes, each
14 metres across and sitting shoulder-to-shoulder to catch
low-frequency radio waves from the zenith.

By the end of this year, the detailed design and the

construction proposal for the first phase of the Square
Kilometre Array will be completed. Diamond expects
construction to start next year. In fact, the first 12-metre
antenna has already arrived on site in South Africa.

“We’ll have early science results in 2021, and SKA1 will
be fully operational in 2024,” Diamond says. “It’s a huge
challenge. We’re developing and constructing something no
one has ever built before.” Asked about the prospects for the
second phase of the project, the SKA director admits that
none of the 12 member countries has committed themselves
to building SKA2 yet. “There’s always the risk of cancellation,
but it doesn’t particularly keep me awake at night,” he says.

Nor me. What does keep me awake, both in the South
African Karoo and in the Australian outback, is the
unbelievable view of the star-studded night sky — a universe
filled with wonder. Ten years from now, many outstanding
cosmic mysteries may have been solved by the sheer power
of humankind’s largest and most sensitive astronomical
observatory ever. And there’s little doubt that the Square
Kilometre Array — even if only phase 1 will ever be realised
— is going to present us with a lot of scientific surprises,
too. Says Diamond: “When the Hooker telescope on Mount
Wilson started operations in 1917, no one expected the
discovery of the expansion of the universe. I have really no
idea what the SKA will be famous for a century from now.”

S&T Contributing Editor GOVERT SCHILLING lives in the
Netherlands but enjoys visiting astronomical facilities all over
the world. In August 2017 Harvard University Press will publish
his new book, Ripples in Spacetime: Einstein, Gravitational
Waves, and the Future of Astronomy.

WHAT SQUARE KILOMETRE?
The Square Kilometre Array is named after the planned 
total collecting area of its second phase (SKA2). 
However, the first phase of the project (SKA1) will be 
much smaller. SKA1-mid, conmprising a couple of 
hundred dishes in South Africa, will end up with a total 
collecting area of some 33,000 m2 (0.033 km2); SKA1-
low, in Australia, will have a collecting area of 0.4 km2, 
basically due to the large concentration of antenna 
fields in the core region of the array (so the collecting 
area won’t grow by a factor of ten when SKA2 is 
realised). Combined, SKA1 will have a collecting area 
of less than half a square kilometre. For comparison: 
the recently completed Chinese Five-hundred-metre 
Aperture Spherical Radio Telescope (FAST), the largest 
single-dish instrument in the world, has a collecting 
area of 0.2 km2.

HERA One of four SKA precursor projects,  
HERA detects radio signals from neutral hydrogen, studying the large-scale 
cosmic structure that existed before and during the Epoch of Reionisation.
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“Farewell, Rosetta. You’ve done the job.  
That was space science at its best. Thank you.” 

With those simple words from mission manager Patrick 
Martin, the Rosetta effort was over. Mission complete. The 
audacious European Space Agency project that had been 
in flight for 12½ years ended on September 30, 2016, with 
a controlled thump onto the surface of the comet it had 
studied in exquisite detail. It was a poignant moment for 
those of us who’d been involved for two decades or more.

But there was also a sense of relief. After countless hours 
spent planning and executing how to put a spacecraft 
in orbit around an irregularly shaped and unpredictably 

Anatomy of a   
COMET
Escorted around the Sun by Europe’s Rosetta spacecraft, Comet 67P/ 
Churyumov-Gerasimenko proved to be more complex than just a “dirty snowball”.

temperamental nucleus, we found ourselves with time to dig 
deeply into the treasure trove of data that Rosetta and its 
lander, Philae, had returned to us.

Rosetta wasn’t the first spacecraft to visit a comet (see table 
at right), but those were all flyby missions. Rosetta was the 
first comet rendezvous, escort and landing operation. Think of 
those flybys as snapshots, while Rosetta was an HD movie. 

The mission’s ‘big picture’ science goals were to understand 
the origin of comets, the relationship between cometary and 
interstellar material, and the implications of those results to 
the origin of the Solar System. To do that, the team needed to 
measure the large-scale properties of a comet’s nucleus, study 
its surface, determine the chemical and dynamical properties 

ROSETTA RESULTS by Joel Parker
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of its coma, and study the ‘life’ of the comet as it became 
more and more active as it approached the Sun, including the 
interactions of its gas and dust with the solar wind. 

And to do some of that science directly on the nucleus, 
Rosetta would have to successfully deliver the Philae lander 
to the surface.

A conjoined comet
Rosetta launched in March 2004, and after a long cruise that 
included flybys of Earth, Mars and two asteroids — plus an 
unnervingly long hibernation period — the spacecraft arrived 
at its primary target, a periodic comet called 67P/Churyumov-
Gerasimenko, in August 2014.

Flybys of comets
Year Comet name Spacecraft Distance (km)

1985 21P/Giacobini-Zinner ICE (ISEE 3) 7,860

1986 1P/Halley Giotto 596 

   Vega 1  8,890

   Vega 2 8,030

   Suisei 151,000

   Sakigake 7 × 106

1992 26P/Grigg-Skjellerup Giotto 200

2001 19P/Borrelly Deep Space 1 2,171

2004 81P/Wild 2 Stardust 237

2005 9P/Tempel 1 Deep Impact 500

2010 103P/Hartley 2 EPOXI (DS1) 700

2011 9P/Tempel 1 Stardust 180
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And what an arrival it was! As Rosetta approached its 
target, images first showed an unresolved dot of light, then a 
roundish blur, then a larger and distinctly not roundish blur. 
Soon it became obvious that the nucleus looks nothing like 
a lumpy potato, as Hubble Space Telescope light curves had 
hinted. Instead, this comet has two distinct lobes, earning it 
a descriptive nickname of the Rubber Ducky — with a ‘head’ 
(the small lobe) and ‘body’ (the large lobe) connected by a 
narrow ‘neck’.

Somehow we needed to find a place to land Philae on this 
duck in a very short time. We feverishly mapped and analysed 
the nucleus before it became too active as it neared the Sun. 
Following some scientific arm-wrestling, the team deployed 
the lander on November 12, 2014.

But Philae failed to ‘stick the landing’ — a faulty valve 

prevented its hold-down thruster from working, and harpoons 
meant to secure it to the surface didn’t fire. Instead the lander 
bounced a few times over the course of a couple of hours and 
drifted more than a kilometre to an unknown location that 
unfortunately proved too shadowed to let its batteries recharge. 

However, Philae was able to run many of its primary 
science activities and transmit results to the mother ship 
during the 57-hour lifetime of its onboard battery. What was 
frustrating was that the lander's true location was unknown 
and remained that way until the last few weeks of the mission, 
when it was located during a close flyover by Rosetta. Getting 
the exact location was important for determining the accuracy 
of Philae’s radio-wavelength probing of the comet’s interior 
and also to know the context for other Philae measurements.

Rosetta itself continued to orbit and study the comet with 

20 cm

Rosetta: Living With a Comet

June 28, 2014
First resolved image of nucleus

March 21, 2014
First view of the comet after wake-up

September 30, 2016
End of mission

March 2016
Comet still active

August 13, 2015
Comet at perihelion

Orbit of Comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko

Jupiter
Mars

ROSETTA RESULTS
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its full instrument suite for more than two years, sometimes 
getting as close to the surface as about 7 km early in the mission 
— and down to 2 km during its end-of-mission orbits. Yet at 
times the spacecraft had to stand off at distances of 300 to 
400 km or more because the comet became so active that the 
resulting blizzard of dust blinded Rosetta’s star trackers. Two 
distant excursions, 1,000 to 1,500 km away, enabled studies of 
the comet’s tail and its interaction with the solar wind.

Why go to all this trouble and expense? Because we were 
seeking some fundamental understanding about comets, 
which are made from the primitive materials present 
during the formation of the Solar System. So by studying 
one up close, we stood to learn about the conditions and 
constituents that formed the Sun’s planets. 

Since comets spend most of their time in the distant Kuiper 

Belt or Oort Cloud — very difficult or impossible to study 
with spacecraft — we observe the ones that venture inward as 
escaped examples of those regions of the Solar System. And 
because comets sometimes also hit the inner planets (including 
Earth) and deliver water, other volatiles and organics, studying 
them up close can tell us how they might have influenced 
conditions here, including those important to the origin of life.

First and foremost, how do we explain the dramatic shape 
of Rosetta’s target? Two-lobed objects do exist among small 
bodies like asteroids and comets, and in fact three of the 
five other comets imaged by flyby missions have this general 
shape. But Comet 67P is a wonderfully extreme example.

There are two main possibilities: Either two objects slowly 
collided and stuck together, or the neck region preferentially 
eroded due to an abundance of volatile ices there that escaped 

20 m

Rosetta’s
shadow

March–July 2015
Increasing comet activity February 24, 2015

Close encounter

November 12, 2014
Philae lands on nucleus

October 7, 2014
“Selfie” while orbiting close to comet

August 6, 2014
Orbiting close to comet

July 14, 2014
Shape of nucleus revealed
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quickly. Crucially, Rosetta’s images show that the two lobes
are layered — and that the layers in one lobe do not align 
with those in the other. The densities of the two lobes might 
be different as well. These differences suggest that the lobes 
formed independently and then became stuck together.

Comet 67P’s density is so low, about half that of water ice 
or about the density of flour, that it would float in water. The 
porosity is very high, about 70%, but only on relatively small 
scales. The portion of the interior probed by the CONSERT 
experiment, which sent radio signals back and forth between 
Philae and Rosetta through the nucleus, is uniform on scales 
larger than 10 metres. So there don’t seem to be any large 
cavities inside the part of the nucleus probed by radio waves.

Watching the comet change
By measuring the gravitational field’s effect on Rosetta as it 
orbited, we could measure the comet’s mass very precisely. It’s 
9.982 trillion kilograms. And we were able to determine that 
the nucleus lost about 0.2% of that (18 billion kilograms) 
over just two years. This mass was lost as heat from the 
months-long close exposure to the Sun penetrated the 
nucleus to sublimate (go from ice to gas) buried ices. The 
escaping gases also dragged out dust, creating the classic gas 
and dust tails well known to comet watchers. 

We also found that 67P’s rotation period decreased by 
about 21 minutes during Rosetta’s extended visit. A day on 
the comet lasted about 12.4 hours before perihelion (August 
13, 2015) and was around 12 hours afterward. Apparently 
the nucleus spins faster with every 6½-year-long loop around 
the Sun. Most likely, escaping gas exerted asymmetric forces 
due to the comet’s unique shape and the strikingly different 
‘seasons’ that each lobe experiences.

The axis of rotation is orientated as if the comet were 
spinning sideways. That is, one side of the ‘duck’ is the northern 

THE LAST WORD Paolo Fermi, ESA’s head of mission operations, 
sends the final command to Rosetta on September 30, 2016, as mission 
manager Patrick Martin (white shirt) and others look on.

COMET ENCOUNTER Rosetta’s view of Comet 67P/Churyumov-
Gerasimenko, taken on January 31, 2015, shows a misshapen 
nucleus packed with features and a strong jet of gas and dust.

Discovery September 11, 1969

Discoverers Klim Churyumov, Svetlana Gerasimenko

Orbital period 6.45 years

Perihelion 186 × 106 km (1.24 a.u.)

Aphelion 851 × 106 km (5.69 a.u.)

Orbital eccentricity 0.64

Orbital inclination 7.04°

Obliquity (to orbit) 52°

Overall size 4.3 × 2.6 × 2.1 km
 Large lobe 4.1 × 3.5 × 1.6 km

 Small lobe 2.5 × 2.1 × 1.6 km

Volume 18.7 km3

Mass  9.982 × 1012 kg

Density 0.53 g/cm3

Rotation period 12.40 hours (June 2014)
  12.06 hours (September 2016)

Surface temperature –93° to 53°C

Water vapor output 300 g/s (June 2014, August 2016)
  300 kg/s (August 2015)

Dust-to-gas ratio 4 ± 2 (by mass)

Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko  
at a glance

ROSETTA RESULTS
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REALITY CHECK

Mission scientists envisioned Philae 
landing effortlessly on a smooth 
tract of the comet’s nucleus. But 
the landing went awry, and Rosetta 
eventually found Philae wedged 
sideways in a craggy outcrop.

hemisphere (we sometimes call it the ‘hemiduck’) and the 
other side is the southern one. The 52° obliquity (tilt) of 67P’s 
rotation axis relative to its orbit keeps the northern hemisphere 
in sunlight during the long, distant part of the orbit, and the 
southern hemisphere is illuminated during the fast, close part 
of the orbit. The upshot is that northern summer lasts 5.5 years 
and is relatively cold, whereas the southern summer is much 
shorter, less than a year — but it’s much more intense because it 
occurs when the comet is closest to the Sun. 

Because of this seasonal asymmetry, we see distinct 
differences between the two hemispheres. The mass loss 
in the south during its short, hot summer is significantly 
stronger, potentially eroding many metres in some regions 
during each pass around the Sun. This material mostly 
escapes, but what falls back preferentially settles on the 
cold northern hemisphere. Many regions in the north end 
up thickly mantled with dust, leaving the southern regions 
mostly dust-free and exposing the more solid surface. 

We also see chemical differences in the gas coming from 
the two hemispheres — the ratio of carbon dioxide to water 
escaping from the south is higher. This perhaps has less to 
do with the lobes having different compositions than with 
the fact that they experience different heating, erosion, and 
chemical evolution histories.

Rosetta also recorded daily effects due to the comet’s 
rotation — a kind of cometary ‘water cycle’ — in which two 
processes might be at work. In one, ice sublimates from the 
dayside, and that gas subsequently freezes as a frost on the 
colder, nightside surface. This frost then sublimates again as 
the Sun rotates into view, and the process repeats. Another 
possibility is that, after local sunset, residual heat inside the 

nucleus liberates some buried water, which then freezes out 
again on the surface experiencing night. 

Either way, these constant flows are punctuated by 
sudden events, jets of gas and dust, which are likely due to 
the Sun hitting freshly exposed ice on part of the surface 
that collapsed from a cliff or from the walls of a pit. Other 
speculation is that jets also form when the thermal pulse 
reaches subsurface pockets of ice that then quickly sublimate, 
building up pressure and explosively escaping.

In physics, we often refer to a simplified version of a 
problem as a ‘spherical cow’ because, as the old joke goes, to a 
first approximation a cow is roughly spherical. The nucleus of 
comet 67P definitely is not behaving like a spherical duck, and 
once we got close and saw all the details, we no longer could 
use many of our simplifying assumptions about comets. That’s 
not a bad thing — it means the analysis and complex modelling 
of Rosetta’s results likely will continue for decades to come. 

Clues to 67P’s origin
One of the foremost questions in planetary science concerns the 
origin of Earth’s water. Did it mostly come from comets, and if 
so were they like 67P? Key to figuring out the answer is the ratio 
of deuterium (‘heavy hydrogen’) to normal hydrogen in water 
molecules. This D:H ratio varies based on where it’s measured 
in the Solar System. Meteorites and asteroids have D:H values 
similar to Earth’s. Although we think of these objects as very 

53°

47°

41°

36°

30°

24°

19°

13°

7°

1°

WHIRLING “DUCK”  Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko spins 
every 12 hours around an axis through the narrow neck that connects its 
two lobes. Left: The upper (northern) portion of each lobe spends more 
time in sunlight, on average, but at times when the comet is farthest from 
the Sun. The lower (southern) portions experience a shorter but more 
intense exposure to sunlight when the comet is near perihelion.

TELLTALE SHAPES Careful analysis shows that each of the comet’s 
lobes is draped with a unique set of layered deposits — indicating that 
the two lobes formed apart and then became joined. Colours show how 
well each layer’s plane matches the local gravity vector, with angular 
deviations ranging from 1° (green) to 53° (red).
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This mission didn’t end up the way the
European Space Agency conceived it in the
early 1990s. The original plan called for a
spacecraft able to return a sample of comet
nucleus. Then it became a mission with two
landers (NASA’s Champollion and ESA’s
RoLand) before morphing to the orbiter-lander
configuration finally built by ESA.

Even the original target, a comet named
46P/Wirtanen, had to be changed. The failure
of an Ariane V rocket just one month prior
to Rosetta’s planned January 2003 launch
caused a year-long postponement. That delay
put a rendezvous with Comet Wirtanen out of

reach. So the team scrambled to find another
target that was scientifically interesting,
similarly sized (Philae had been designed
specifically for the mass of Comet Wirtanen),
and in an orbit that could be reached.

The decision to go to 67P/Churyumov-
Gerasimenko was a compromise. This body,
like Wirtanen, is also a Jupiter-family comet
— but one that’s at least three times larger
and up to 30 times more massive. So the
lander did have to be modified a bit. And
while 67P could be reached with decent
fuel reserves, it also took the longest time to
reach — which made it a more risky choice.

Comet 67P was amazing, so imagine what
that ‘other’ mission would have been like.

Rosetta, circa 1992

dry, some types of carbonaceous chondrite meteorites can have
a water fraction as high as 20%. But whether these could have
delivered enough water to Earth is still debated.

Meanwhile, the most distant, longest-period comets —
those coming from the Oort Cloud — all have D:H ratios that
are too high, compared with our planet. However, the value
measured in a short-period comet, 103P/Hartley 2, has a very
Earth-like value. This object is a Jupiter-family comet (JFC), an
object with a relatively short-period orbit that is dynamically
controlled by Jupiter. So we were eager to know if 67P, which
also is a JFC, likewise has an Earth-like D:H ratio.

The first and strongest result regarding this question
came from Rosetta’s ROSINA mass spectrometer, which
found a D:H ratio 3½ times higher than Earth’s — a value
even higher than those of Oort Cloud comets! This confirms
what many planetary scientists had already come to suspect:
Perhaps comets of any type are not the primary source of
Earth’s water. Instead, maybe most of it really did come from
asteroids — or was here from the outset in the materials from
which Earth formed.

Still, comets have and will continue to hit Earth and

deliver some water. So every glass of water you drink has 
comet water in it, just not as much as once thought.

An exciting implication of the different D:H values in 
comets Churyumov-Gerasimenko and Hartley 2 is that 
JFCs might have originated from widely different regions 
of the Solar System. Moreover, apparently the water ice in 
67P is original to the comet — it was not ‘reprocessed’ and 
mixed with water from other sources in the primordial 
solar nebula.

So do we have any clue where Comet 67P/Churyumov-
Gerasimenko formed? One hint comes from the ROSINA and 
Alice instruments, which detected molecular oxygen (O2). 
This is surprising because O2 is very reactive — it’s hard to 
understand how it could have been retained in a 4.5-billion-
year-old comet.

One idea that’s become a lively topic of discussion among 
Rosetta’s scientists is that the O2 became trapped in ‘cages’ 
of ice (called clathrates). This would keep the oxygen from 
escaping or reacting until the ice sublimates whenever the 
comet comes close to the Sun.

ROSINA also discovered molecular nitrogen (N2). This 
finding, the detection of O2, and the high D:H ratio all indicate 
that 67P formed at very cold temperatures (25 to 30 Kelvin). 
This would place its origin in the outer fringe of our planetary 
system, likely in the Kuiper Belt. That’s also dynamically 
consistent with current models of Solar System formation.

So let’s recap: Measurements from Rosetta and dynamical 
models imply that 67P formed in the Kuiper Belt, and that its 
two lobes were separate bodies that gently collided and stuck 
together. But how did those 2-km-wide bodies come to exist 
so far from the Sun in the first place? 

One clue comes from the ‘goose bumps’ observed on the 
nucleus — perhaps an appropriate term considering how cold 
it is out there. On the walls of pits and cliffs we identified 
textures that look like they are built of many small boulders 
just a few metres wide. Could these be our first peek at the basic 

PLAN A ESA’s original concept for Rosetta. 
Note the sample-return capsule (brown).

SPOUTING OFF A key 
objective for Rosetta 
was capturing the 
comet when it was 
most active. The 
misshapen nucleus, 
here silhouetted by 
dust in its own coma, 
released one very 
strong jet and several 
weaker ones on 
August 12, 2015 — one 
day before the comet 
reached perihelion.

ROSETTA RESULTS
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building blocks that created comets and eventually planets?

Results from Philae
In addition to the CONSERT measurements of the interior of
the nucleus, Philae provided valuable measurements about the
properties of the comet’s surface. Even the unplanned ‘bounces’
helped us gauge the hardness of the surface. Thanks to MUPUS,
which tried to hammer an instrumented penetrator into the
nucleus, we know that there’s a surface layer of dust covering a
very hard, compacted dust-ice crust. The lander also confirmed
that the nucleus has no intrinsic magnetic field.

COSAC, which paired a gas chromatograph and mass
spectrometer, identified 16 organic compounds, four of
which — including acetone and acetamide — had never been
detected in a comet. Gases measured by Ptolemy, another mass
spectrometer, contained not only the expected water, carbon
monoxide and carbon dioxide, but also organic compounds

including formaldehyde. Many of these compounds are 
important in creating amino acids, sugars, and nucleobases. 
In addition, ROSINA detected the amino acid glycine. Even if 
comets didn’t supply the majority of water on Earth, they could 
have provided essential raw materials for life.

We’ll never hear from Rosetta again, but this is not the 
last that we’ll hear from its host. The comet will have a 
fairly close encounter with Jupiter, only about 56 million 
kilometres, at its next aphelion in November 2018. Jupiter’s 
gravitational tweak will decrease 67P’s perihelion. So when 
the comet next comes its closest to the Sun, on November 2, 
2021, chances are good that we’ll see more vigorous activity. 
That coming apparition also offers quite good observing 
geometry from Earth, with the comet just 0.42 astronomical 
unit (63 million km) away and well positioned high in the 
northern night sky (declination +26°). 

But it will be a long time, if ever, that we’ll see Comet 67P/
Churyumov-Gerasimenko as well as we have these past three 
years. And as I watched Rosetta take its final plunge to the 
surface, streaming to us in real time images of new vistas 
seen in more detail than ever before, I couldn’t help but think 
of this quote from the movie Blade Runner:

“I’ve seen things you people wouldn’t believe. Attack ships on 
fire off the shoulder of Orion. I watched C-beams glitter in 
the dark near the Tannhauser Gate. All those moments will 
be lost in time, like tears in rain. Time to die.”

Rest in peace, Rosetta and Philae. I’m sure those moments 
will not be lost as we continue to use this mission’s vast 
stockpile of data to further our knowledge about comets, the 
origin of our Solar System, and perhaps ourselves.

JOEL PARKER (Southwest Research Institute) is on the 
science teams of Rosetta and several other space missions. He
produces and hosts the radio science show “How on Earth”. 

ICY FIREWORKS On July 29, 2015, just 
two weeks before reaching perihelion, 
the comet unleashed an intense but 
short outburst of gas and dust. These 
three images span just 36 minutes. 

WATER’S ORIGINS The proportions of hydrogen and its heavier
isotope deuterium vary widely across the Solar System. The ratio is 
unexpectedly high in Rosetta’s comet, 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, 
implying that most of Earth’s water must have come from water-rich 
asteroids or was already here when our planet formed.

Protosolar nebula

Outer planets Oort Cloud comets

Jupiter-family
comets
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UNIVERSE AGLOW This snapshot from the Illustris simulation 
shows structure in a modern-day universe, revealing both dark 
matter density (left, blue) and gas density (right). The clump in 
the middle is a massive galaxy cluster. 

UNIVERSE 2.0 by Benjamin Skuse
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When you want to bake a cake, the first ingredients 
you grab are the eggs and flour. But it’s the sugar, 
the vanilla pod, or maybe the orange zest that 

really determines what kind of cake you end up with.
Similarly, until recently, most cosmological simulations of 

the evolution of galaxies and the universe were basic bakes, 
including only the big main ingredients — dark matter and 
gravity. Dark matter is computationally ‘simple,’ immune to 
everything but gravity. So, limited by how many calculations 
their supercomputers could run simultaneously, researchers 
have long chosen to use just dark matter and gravity and 
assume that ‘normal’ matter follows along.

At first glance this makes sense: Dark matter is five times 
more abundant than normal matter, meaning it should 
have a much larger impact on what the universe looks like. 
And these vast, dark-matter-only simulations have managed 
to mimic in stunning detail the intricacy and scale of the 
cosmic web, the large-scale invisible structure of galaxy 
clusters that fills the universe. Most importantly, they also 
very successfully match the abundance, sizes and distances 
between galaxies with those of real observations — enabling 
insights and predictions to be made of how the universe fits 
together at the largest of scales.

But on smaller, galactic scales, these simulations have 
had their problems. For example, they predict hundreds of 
dwarf galaxies should swarm around larger systems like the 
Milky Way, yet observers have found only dozens. They also 
predict that dark matter is denser in a galaxy’s core than 
observations suggest.

Now, astronomers are discovering that the solution to 
understanding what’s really going on in the universe lies with 
the very thing they were leaving out: ordinary matter.

In the dark
Bolshoi, for instance, is one of the most accurate cosmological 
simulations of the evolution of the large-scale structure of the 
universe. Within a virtual box of space roughly 1 billion light-

years across, the Bolshoi team followed the development of 
8.6 billion lumps of dark matter, all gravitationally interacting 
with one another, from 20 million years after the Big Bang 
to the present day. As time passed, these lumps combined to 
produce galaxies and the larger cosmic web.

The simulation has had many successes. For instance, it 
reproduces the number of massive satellite galaxies (like the 
Large and Small Magellanic Clouds) around Milky Way–like 
galaxies, which in turn constrains the properties and mass 
of the Milky Way’s dark matter halo, the big cloud of dark 
matter in which our galaxy sits.

Yet, there is one gaping omission — the complete lack of 
what humans, stars, gas and galaxies are made of: ordinary 
matter (or in astronomers’ slang, ‘baryons’).

“Baryonic physics can affect the properties of the galaxies 
that form and even the distribution of dark matter around a 
galaxy, even though baryons do not dominate the mass budget 
of the universe,” says Andrew Wetzel (Caltech). “So any real 
connection to observations must include baryons, full stop.”

Unfortunately, adding ordinary matter is no easy task. It 
adds a huge amount of complexity and, according to Wetzel, 
“always makes simulations much more expensive [ie. time-
consuming] than dark-matter-only simulations.”

“It’s easier to simulate dark matter than to simulate 
baryons,” confirms Claude-André Faucher-Giguère 
(Northwestern University). “This is because dark matter 
is postulated to interact only via gravity, whereas baryons 
experience many other forces, like electricity and magnetism. 
So we have to solve many more equations, including those of 
hydrodynamics, to simulate the baryons.”

BARYONS
 Technically, baryons are a class of subatomic particle that 

includes protons and neutrons but not all non-dark matter 
(such as electrons). But astronomers use the term as a 
catch-all term for ‘normal’ matter in simulations.

Some of the best cosmological simulations 
don’t even include what we’re made of — 
ordinary matter — but maybe this is just 
what’s needed to shine a light on the  
universe’s mysteries.

Baking
 a Universe
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As a result, the cosmological simulations community has 
long been waiting for a time when computers and algorithms 
would be powerful enough to handle the complexity of 
baryonic physics. That time is now.

Small beginnings
While the dark-matter-only simulation experts offer insights 
into how the universe evolves as a whole — albeit without 
directly including anything in the simulations that is observable 
— those running cosmological simulations that include 
ordinary matter have faced a dilemma akin to trying to make a 
big cake with a delicate, complex taste: how to simultaneously 
bind together large-scale dark matter structure growth with 
smaller-scale baryonic objects and processes — things like black 
hole feedback, gas dynamics and star formation. It all boils 
down to computational cost: the effort, complexity and time 
required to complete a realistic simulation.

“The community has bifurcated a bit now,” says Wetzel. 
“Groups doing large-volume simulations that encompass 
thousands of galaxies at a time gain excellent statistics to 

compare against observational surveys. But the trade-off is 
that these simulations are not able to resolve the relevant 
physical processes within a galaxy.”

In contrast, groups conducting ‘zoom-in’ simulations start 
with a large-volume box but only have high resolution in the 
region immediately around a single galaxy. “This means that 
such simulations only model one galaxy at a time, but they 
resolve it exquisitely well,” he says.

Zoom-in simulations that focus on a smaller cosmic box can 
be likened to home baking. Bakers can pick as many ingredients 
as they want and take their time over the bake, because the 
simulation is covering a smaller spatial area and thus can 
incorporate more physical processes at higher resolution.

FIRE (Feedback In Realistic Environments) and CLUES 
(Constrained Local Universe Simulations) are two projects 
running such simulations, with vastly different approaches.

What sets FIRE — and its more recent higher-resolution 
offspring, ‘Latte’ — apart is the researchers’ attempt to 
build the simulations from the bottom up. “We start by 
asking ourselves, for example, how stars behave on small 

COSMIC PIE  
The Bolshoi simulation’s  

predictions for what large-scale  
cosmic structure looks like (left) 

closely match the real distribution of galaxies 
 observed by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (right) — 

in fact, statistically they’re virtually identical.   
Each wedge spans a quarter of the way around the sky.

COSMIC SCALES Cosmological simulations try to replicate the universe and its evolution, and early ones produced remarkable matches 
to large-scale structures (left-hand boxes in this illustration). But for many years astronomers were forced to fudge what was happening at 
the smallest scales (other illustrations) — processes that, it turns out, heavily influence the larger structures. (A parsec is 3.26 light-years.)

UNIVERSE 2.0
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scales — how they form, how they die, and how they affect 
their environs,” outlines Faucher-Giguère, joint principal 
investigator (PI) on FIRE. Working in concert, these small-
scale processes from billions of stars affect the larger-scale 
properties of the galaxy as a whole.

“With the FIRE approach, we can directly test physics on 
the smallest resolved scales and see if additional processes 
are needed to explain galaxy formation,” says Dušan Kereš 
(University of California, San Diego), another FIRE PI. This 
tack is highly novel, as simulations traditionally start from 
a large cosmic volume, resolve everything that is possible 
to resolve, and then approximate what happens on smaller, 
unresolved scales.

Meanwhile, CLUES focuses on the Milky Way’s Local 
Group of galaxies — a galaxy cluster 10 million light-years 
across consisting of our own Milky Way, the neighbouring 
Andromeda Galaxy, and the Triangulum Galaxy, as well 
as dozens of smaller galaxies — and ‘constrains’ the large-
scale structures around it. “What this means is that we 
ensure, through a kind of manipulation, that the galaxies 
we simulate are in the correct place,” clarifies CLUES joint-PI 
Noam Libeskind (Leibniz Institute for Astrophysics Potsdam, 
Germany). “What we are constraining is the initial conditions 
of the problem. We are essentially artificially selecting initial 
conditions that we know, when run to conclusion, will result 
in simulations that mock the local cosmography.”

This enables researchers to conduct various experiments 
more easily, because large galaxies will all be in the right 
places regardless of the assumptions on dark matter, gas 
physics, and star formation used, while the amounts and 
distributions of dark matter, gas and stars will be different. 
They can then compare these alternatives with observations 
to see which matches reality best.

Although wildly different in approach, both FIRE and 
CLUES have already offered new insights into a specific issue 
that has confounded astrophysicists for nearly two decades: 
the missing satellites problem. Dark-matter-only experiments 
have shown that a huge number of small satellite galaxies 
should have formed in our cosmic neighbourhood, yet only a 

handful of these galaxies are seen orbiting the Milky Way.
However, in 2013 the CLUES collaboration analysed its 

simulations and discovered that some of the dwarf galaxies in 
the Local Group move with such high velocities with respect 
to the cosmic web that most of their gas can be stripped as 
they pass through, essentially destroying their ability to make 
stars. Named ‘cosmic web stripping,’ the mechanism can help 
explain the observed paucity of dwarf galaxies compared with 
that predicted.

The bottom-up, FIRE-based Latte simulations also suggest 
normal matter solves the missing satellites problem. Wetzel, 
who leads the project, used Latte — the highest-resolution 
cosmological simulation of Milky Way–mass galaxies to 
date — to look at the dwarfs that form as the main galaxy 
coalesces and evolves. Compared to dark-matter-only 
simulations, only about a thousandth as many starry satellite 
galaxies formed in Latte. The team reasons this discrepancy 
is caused by two processes: The dwarf galaxies have their gas 
ripped away from them as they pass through the big galaxy’s 
surrounding gas cloud, preventing star formation; and the 
main galaxy’s central stellar disk gravitationally destroys the 
invisible dark matter clumps in which the satellite galaxies 
would otherwise have been born.

FIRE also naturally reproduces the ‘low’ density of dark 
matter in galactic cores, the highly inefficient rate of star 
formation in galaxies (roughly 30% of the Milky Way’s 
baryons are in stars, instead of the nearly 100% predicted 
without feedback), and several other observations.

A bigger slice
If the zoom-in simulations — sacrificing scale for detail 
— equate to the serene pleasure of home baking, larger 
simulations that incorporate baryons, such as BlueTides, 
EAGLE, and Illustris, can be likened to wedding catering, 
constraining the number of ingredients and simplifying the 
recipe in order to feed the crowds in a reasonable amount of 
time. As a result, compromises have to be made.

Illustris and EAGLE (Evolution and Assembly of Galaxies 
and Their Environments), for example, run from early after 
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the Big Bang until the present day and simulate a volume 
roughly 300 million light-years on a side. That’s big enough to
house tens of thousands of galaxies. However, it’s at a lower 
resolution than zoom-in simulations, and it’s still a fraction 
of the roughly 14 billion-light-year-wide box of Outer Rim 
(one of the biggest dark-matter-only simulations).

Even BlueTides’ impressive 1.9 billion-light-year-wide box 
housing 697 billion particles comes with a caveat: Although 
taking the equivalent of one normal computer running for 
300 million hours to complete, the simulation only looks at 
the first billion years of the universe. “Every simulation has 
to make some compromises, because we are fundamentally 
limited by computing resources,” notes BlueTides team 
member Yu Feng (University of California, Berkeley). 
“BlueTides takes the unique approach of focusing on the 
earlier universe, when we have strong evidence the physics is 
cleaner,” meaning primaeval galaxies are mostly pure gas and 
unfettered by complex histories and mergers.

As a result, although BlueTides makes predictions — for 
example, that there should be a million galaxies detectable a 
billion years after the Big Bang with NASA’s planned WFIRST 
survey — those forecasts remain unverified. Confirmations are 
held up by the fact that even the most advanced telescopes have 
struggled to see far enough back in time to the era in which the 
simulation evolves. Yet the promise of new telescopes, including 
the James Webb Space Telescope — scheduled for launch in 
2018 — offers hope of observing the very first galaxies, and 
therefore potential proof of BlueTides’ predictions.

In contrast, Illustris and EAGLE have been able to match 
many of the observed features of the present-day universe in 
remarkable detail, driving new insights and predictions. For 
instance, the EAGLE simulations uncovered the reason galaxies 
fall into two distinct types: ‘blue-sequence’ low-mass, usually 
disk galaxies (with less than 10 billion Suns’ worth of stars, 
similar to the Milky Way) that continue to rapidly form young 
stars; and ‘red-sequence’ massive, usually elliptical galaxies in 
which star formation has almost completely ceased.

Essentially, they found that the central black hole of a 
galaxy competes with stars for gas. If the galaxy is above a 
critical mass, gas concentrates in the galactic centre and 
the black hole rapidly grows, heating the galaxy’s gas and 
preventing it from cooling and forming stars, leading to 
a red-sequence galaxy. If, however, the galaxy is below the 

critical mass, black hole growth is suppressed by stellar winds 
and supernovae, whose outflows prevent gas build-up near 
the black hole and keep it available for more star formation. 
That leads to a blue-sequence galaxy with a ‘small’ black hole 
— one maybe a tenth as big as astronomers would expect for 
a red galaxy of the same mass. Observations suggest that this 
prediction is in fact true.

Meanwhile, Illustris’ main achievement is its close 
agreement with reality, accurately mimicking observational 

REAL OR FAKE? Shown here side-by-side are the real Hubble 
Extreme Deep Field observations and a ‘mock’ observation of the Illustris 
simulation’s results. Can you find the dividing line?

MOCK MILKY WAY The Latte simulation produces from scratch 
a Milky Way–like galaxy (top) that looks incredibly similar to our 
own galaxy (bottom), even down to the dust lanes. The simulation 
is positioned as seen from a star about as far from the galaxy’s 
centre as Earth is from the Milky Way’s.
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data on small and large scales in our universe. “Illustris
produces the correct mix of elliptical and spiral galaxies — none
of the previous simulations was able to achieve this in detail,”
explains Illustris team member Mark Vogelsberger (MIT).

“This problem was so severe that some astronomers
even questioned the underlying cosmological model,” adds
teammate Debora Sijacki (University of Cambridge, UK).
“Illustris’ success stems from its more sophisticated numerical
code, more realistic physical processes, and high resolution.”
The result is a simulation that the team can use to look back in
time and understand how different galaxies formed.

Reuniting the cooks in the kitchen
Rapid progress in the zoom-in and large-scale communities
is beginning to bring the two fields together, so that high-
resolution, large-volume cosmological simulations that include
baryons are almost in reach. “What will be exciting, over the
next several years and as computational tools improve, is how
we will gradually see a convergence of these two frontiers,”
says Faucher-Giguère. “On the one hand, we will increase
our volumes, and conversely, large-volume simulations will
improve their resolutions and physical realism.”

But there is still a long way to go. In truth, most baryon-
inclusive simulations use a lot of approximations. EAGLE
principal investigator, Joop Shaye (Leiden University, The
Netherlands), notes that although hydrodynamics is explicitly
treated, radiation emission, star formation and evolution, and
black hole processes are all approximated in their simulations.

This is essentially because current simulations are not
granular enough to model the real physics of processes like star
formation or the influence of black holes on galaxies, so they
are put in by hand using a semi-analytic approach. Libeskind
illuminates this best: “Take star formation. This happens on
the scale of a star — or, let’s be generous and say on the scale
of a solar system. Most cosmological simulations don’t resolve
such small scales. Instead, our hard limit can be something
like 100 parsecs (if you’re lucky!) and that corresponds to
something like 20 million times the distance to Pluto. Since we

◗ Although there is huge diversity in the cosmological
simulations mentioned here, they all share the same roots.
In the 1980s, Bolshoi co-Principal Investigator Joel Primack
(now at University of California, Santa Cruz) co-authored
the theory dubbed cold dark matter (CDM). This theory
described how the universe went from a smooth initial state
at early times to the large-scale, intricate structure we see
today, assuming that most matter is cold (ie. moves slowly)
and dark (ie. does not emit electromagnetic radiation or
scatter light). With the simple addition of an omnipresent
anti-gravity force called Λ (lambda, or nowadays ‘dark
energy’), the current ΛCDM paradigm also accounts for the
accelerating expansion of the universe.

Simulations use ΛCDM for good reason, as it has done an
exceptionally good job at explaining what telescopes have
revealed of the universe’s history and structure. Yet there is
still an elephant in the room, as EAGLE team member Rob
Crain (Liverpool John Moores University, UK) explains: “We
still don’t know the fundamental nature of the Λ or the CDM!”

Many believe there is still scope for a slightly more
complicated theory, in which dark energy evolves, or
where dark matter is not perfectly cold and collisionless.
“But the impact on structure formation is very indirect
and very difficult to distinguish from ΛCDM,” says Illustris
team member Volker Springel (Max Planck Institute for
Astrophysics, Germany).

And there is still an even more extreme possibility. “One
of the most uncomfortable aspects regarding ΛCDM is that
most of the universe is composed of a particle we have yet
to discover — dark matter — and a type of energy which
we understand only phenomenologically: dark energy,”
remarks Libeskind. “It could very well be that neither of these
proposed dark entities exists and that alternatives to the
laws of gravity are more likely.”

EAGLE GALAXIES The EAGLE simulation produces a population 
of galaxies similar to the one we see in the real universe, including 
elliptical (left) and bluer disk (right) galaxies.

The dark universe

don’t resolve the scales on which stars are born, we simply put 
them in ‘by hand’ when certain conditions are met. Needless 
to say, it would be better if we could actually resolve the 
formation of a protostar and follow its evolution in real detail.”

Striving for an ever more complete description of the 
physics, researchers are also adding new ingredients to the mix, 
such as magnetic fields, cosmic rays, dust physics and radiative 
transfer. Doing this efficiently on upcoming generations of 
supercomputers adds significantly to the challenge. 

But it’s a challenge worth rising to, because cosmological 
simulations are our one and only laboratory in which to test 
and expand upon theories of the origin and evolution of the 
cosmos. If these simulations capture enough of the physics of 
the universe, they might not only tell us why galaxies form 
— and therefore in essence how the conditions for life were 
first constructed — but they may also offer our first glimpse of 
what the dark universe is really made of.

BENJAMIN SKUSE is a science writer based in Bristol, UK.
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Several of TRAPPIST-1’s
worlds might have the

potential for liquid surface
water — or have had their

atmospheres torn off.

The star TRAPPIST-1 is an unassuming, M8 red dwarf
star. It lies 39 light-years away in the direction of
Aquarius, shining at a measly apparent magnitude of

19. Closer in size to Jupiter than to the Sun, the dwarf puts
out less than a thousandth as much light as our star.

Last year, Michaël Gillon (University of Liège, Belgium)
and colleagues announced that a trio of small exoplanets
orbits this pipsqueak star. The team detected the exoplanets
using the transit technique, which catches the tiny dip in
starlight when a planet passes in front of its host star from our
perspective. Now, after an intensive follow-up campaign, the
observers have discovered that there are actually seven planets,
not three. All are likely rocky. At least three lie in TRAPPIST-1’s
putative habitable zone — the region where, given an Earth-like
composition, liquid water could be stable on the surface.

ALIEN SKY Artist’s concept of what the sky might look like from above
one of the seven known terrestrial planets in the TRAPPIST-1 system.
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Orbit Comparison
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From three to seven
The discovery roller coaster began when the team found that
what it had thought was a combined transit of two planets
was in fact the crossing of three.

The astronomers next assailed TRAPPIST-1 with an
impressive flurry of ground-based observations. But the big
breakthrough came with NASA’s Spitzer Space Telescope,
which observed the star for 20 days. These data include 34
clear transits. Gillon and his colleagues were then able to
combine their ground- and space-based observations and
slice and dice them to determine that the various signals
likely came from seven different planets. (Incidentally, the
original third planet doesn’t exist.)

Only six of those are firm detections, however. The
seventh planet, designated h, is iffy in its specs: The team
detected only a single transit for it, and astronomers prefer
to see three transits before calling something a candidate
planet. Expect them to haggle over this one.

But let’s assume for now that all seven exoplanets are
real. All their orbits would easily fit inside Mercury’s circuit
around the Sun. The years of the inner six range from 1.5
to 12 Earth days, with the period of outermost h being
between 14 and 35 days — giving it an orbit less than 20%
as large as Mercury’s.

Based on their transits, the smallest two worlds are about
three-fourths the diameter of Earth, the largest 10% greater
than it. Transits don’t reveal masses, but changes in their
timing can. One of the wonderful things about this system
is that the exoplanets have resonant orbits: Their orbital

periods are roughly integer ratios of one another, a set-up 
that gravitationally links the planets together and can lead to 
tiny shifts in their positions — and the times of their transits. 
Based on these shifts, the researchers calculated the planets’ 
shared gravitational influences, and thus their approximate 
masses and densities. All are consistent with being rocky, the 
team concluded in the February 23rd issue of Nature.

Such resonant orbits arise when worlds migrate from 
their original locations, Gillon explains. Astronomers 
think that when lightweight planets form far out in a star’s 
planet-forming disk, gas friction and such will make them 
advance inward. During this inbound migration, the worlds 
catch one another in resonant orbits, such that they can 
form a “chain of planets,” he says. But it’s unclear when 
that happened, or whether these orbits are stable: The 
researchers haven’t determined the seventh planet’s path, 
nor do they know if there are other worlds in the system 
mucking things up.

The planets are all likely tidally locked with their star, 
meaning they always point the same hemisphere at it, as the 
Moon does to Earth. So, close to the star, the planets might 
experience huge tidal pulls, stretching and squeezing their 
interiors and spurring heating and even volcanism, similar to 
what we see on Jupiter’s Galilean moons.

GALILEAN PLANETS All of the seven exoplanets discovered around 
TRAPPIST-1 orbit much closer to their star than Mercury does to the 
Sun, as shown here in this comparison of their orbits with those of the 
Galilean moons of Jupiter and the planets of the inner Solar System. But 
because TRAPPIST-1 is far fainter than the Sun, the worlds are exposed 
to similar levels of irradiation as Venus, Earth and Mars.
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STARLIGHT DIPS This plot shows how the brightness of the faint 
dwarf star TRAPPIST-1 varied as three of its planets passed across 
its face in a triple transit on December 11, 2015. Data come from the 
HAWK-I instrument on ESO’s Very Large Telescope. The cartoon below 
the light curve shows possible configurations for the planets crossing in 
front of the stellar disk at three times during the triple transit.
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Are these worlds habitable?
TRAPPIST-1 is quiet for an M dwarf — notably less active
that Proxima Centauri, which also has a planet. It’s what’s
called an ultracool dwarf, a common type of star that lives for
trillions of years.

Unfortunately, astronomers don’t know how old the star
is. They know it’s at least 500 million years old, the time
needed to ‘settle’ into being an adult. The ratio of its X-ray
to ultraviolet emission, which changes with age, suggests it
is “relatively young,” Vincent Bourrier (University of Geneva
Observatory, Switzerland) and colleagues posit in the March
2017 issue of Astronomy & Astrophysics. What “relatively
young” means is an open question.

Jeffrey Linsky (University of Colorado, Boulder), who
has worked extensively on M dwarfs, says that TRAPPIST-1
seems both old and young. Stars are born spinning quickly,
then slow as they age. This star whirls around every 1½ days,
which at face value would point to it being young, he says —
but astronomers don’t know how fast ultracool dwarfs spin
down. Conversely, the star’s fast motion through space usually
would indicate it’s a member of the old stellar population that
comprises the galaxy’s halo, but maybe that’s a fluke.

Bourrier’s team also speculated on how TRAPPIST-1’s X-ray
and ultraviolet levels would matter for habitability. Although
the star’s ultraviolet output is less than half that from other
cool, exoplanet-hosting M dwarfs, the radiation overall is
still high enough that it could strip an Earth-like atmosphere
from the inner two planets, b and c, in 1 to 3 billion years.
For the planets d, e, f and g (the latter three are in the star’s
habitable zone), the process could take anywhere from 5 to 22
billion years. The team does see a hint of atmospheric escape
from b and c, based on dips in starlight around the time of
their transits, but this effect might instead be due to coronal
variability in the star.

The next goal is to look for atmospheres. If any of these
worlds hosts life, then it might leave chemical fingerprints
in the atmosphere. No single compound is a smoking gun —
for example, oxygen can come from photosynthesis or from
water molecules broken up by starlight into their constituent
hydrogen and oxygen. But certain combinations of chemical
compounds (such as methane, carbon dioxide and molecular
oxygen) would be highly suggestive.

Gillon’s team hopes to use the Hubble Space Telescope
to look at the starlight passing through the planets’ (maybe

extant) atmospheres as they transit, to detect any compounds
that might have absorbed light. Follow-up will come with the
James Webb Space Telescope, more apt for this project because
it focuses on infrared wavelengths, in which TRAPPIST-1 puts
out most of its light. Meanwhile, NASA has released three
months of observations by the Kepler space telescope and
invited astronomers to dive into the data.

Co-discoverer Amaury Triaud (Institute of Astronomy, UK)
favours planet f as the most promising for life. With a girth
of 1.05 Earths and about 60% Earth’s density, TRAPPIST-1f
might be rich in liquid water or ice. It receives about as much
energy from its star as Mars does from the Sun, and with a
good atmosphere it could be habitable. (Mars is technically in
the Sun’s habitable zone.)

During a February 21st press briefing, Triaud painted this
picture of what we might see from one of these worlds:

The amount of light reaching your eye would be something
like ½00 as much as you receive from the Sun on Earth —
similar to what you experience at the end of sunset. However,
it’d still be quite warm, because there’s still about the same
amount of energy reaching you from the star as Earth
receives from the Sun — it’s just that most of that comes in
infrared, which you can’t see but your skin can feel. The star
would be a salmon-like colour. Viewed from TRAPPIST-1f, he
estimates, the star would appear three times wider in the sky
than the Sun is to us.

“The spectacle would be beautiful,” he said.

Science Editor CAMILLE M. CARLISLE’s favourite planet is
the remarkable world called Earth.
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HABITABLE? This diagram shows the relative sizes of the orbits of the 
seven planets circling TRAPPIST-1. The shaded area is the habitable zone. 
Although drawn here, planet h’s orbit is not well known. The dotted lines 
show alternative limits to the habitable zone based on different theoretical 
assumptions. Note that a more optimistic definition includes planet d.

TEMPERATE VS. HABITABLE
All of TRAPPIST-1’s planets lie in what the discoverers 

call the ‘temperate zone’ — orbits with enough incoming 
starlight that, with the right conditions, the planets might 
at least sometimes have liquid surface water. It’s a 
looser definition than that for the more commonly used 
‘habitable zone’.

EXOPLANET NEWS
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Widest Field Highest Resolution: Introducing our 50 Megapixel ML50100

ML50100:
8136 x 6132

6 micron pixels
3X more resolution than the ML16803

1/3 more area than the ML16803

NGC 5367 imaged with ProLine PL16803. Image courtesy of Wolfgang Promper.
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The serpent’s fang
Like a lot of stargazers, I often go observing to escape the hassles 

of life. Serpens Caput, the head of the celestial snake, is a 
pretty good getaway spot, with a variety of things to see and 

do. I like to start with the wide, not-quite-a-triangle formed by Beta 
(β), Gamma (γ), Iota (ι) and Kappa (κ) Serpentis. Most atlases use 
this group as the ‘head’ of the constellation. That artistic decision 
is fitting, because the various stars of Tau (τ) Serpentis form a 
fang-shaped asterism 5° long that points west. The chains of stars, 
culminating in bright Tau1 Serpentis, even curve like a fang.

If the Tau stars form the serpent’s fang, the group of bright stars 
running southwest from Gamma to Delta (δ) Serpentis can be seen 
as the curving hood of a cobra as it rears back to strike. The stars 
of the fang and the hood are not physically related, though. In both 
cases, they’re a mix of nearby main-sequence stars with a handful of 
more distant giants, scattered over several hundred light-years along 
our line of sight. But they are fun to trace out with binoculars.

If you like binocular double stars, this is a rich area. Tau2 and 
Tau4 Serpentis are wide optical doubles that seem to mirror each 
other across an imaginary line extending southwest from Tau5 
Serpentis. Beta Serpentis is another optical double, tighter but still 
easily split in low-power binoculars. And pop over the border into 
Hercules to check out the pairing of Kappa and 8 Herculis. Kappa is 
itself a close (27″) pair of orange giants, which contrast nicely with 
8 Herculis, a white A-class main-sequence star.

■ MATT WEDEL likes to kick back with his binoculars on his driveway.
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HOW
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“The others cast themselves down upon the fragrant grass, but 
Frodo stood awhile lost in wonder. It seemed to him that he had 
stepped through a high window that looked on a vanished world. 
A light was upon it for which his language had no name. All that 
he saw was shapely, but the shapes seemed at once clear cut, as 
if they had been first conceived and drawn at the uncovering of 
his eyes, and ancient as if they had endured for ever. He saw no 
colour but those he knew, gold and white and blue and green, but 
they were fresh and poignant, as if he had at that moment first 
perceived them and made for them names new and wonderful.”

— J. R. R. Tolkien, Fellowship of the Ring

The passage above describes Frodo’s experience of first 
having his eyes uncovered in the enchanted land of 
Lórien. Frodo stands, lost in wonderment, on a bright, 

sunny day, and yet this passage reminds me of the enchanted 
— but real-life — experience of astronomical observing on a 
starry night.

Stars twinkle and produce a new sight every instant, yet 
they are “ancient as if they had endured for ever.” We don’t 
see new colours in heavenly objects, but they certainly seem 
fresh-found, glowing in purity in the dark. The innumerable 
stars, star patterns, and especially features on other planets, 
provide us with the opportunity to create for them “names 
new and wonderful.”

But the most important similarities between Frodo’s 
experience and an astronomer’s observations on a dark night 

Through a high window
Peer into the awesome majesty of the starry skies.

are those of the “high window” on “a vanished world.”
What is a telescope essentially but a “high window” that 

opens upon something truly awesome — sights absolutely 
unavailable on our planet or in any non-astronomical 
component of our lives? No natural sight on Earth comes 
close to simulating the view of a crowd of up to hundreds 
of sparkling lights witnessed in a telescopic observation 
of an star open cluster… M35 (in the northwestern feet of
Gemini) or M41 (in Canis Major about 4° south of Sirius). 
No riverine landscape or desert plateau mimicks the brilliant 
view of the two perfect, intense, and almost-touching sparks 

of a double star like Castor or Rigel 
or — the most challenging — Sirius, 
through a telescope. Nothing we see 
around us comes close to reproducing 
the dramatic view of the luminous and 
coloured, multi-star-centred and star-
sprinkled fan of M42, the Great Orion 
Nebula.

Frodo feels that he’s “stepped 
through” the high window. But isn’t 
that the impression we astronomers 
often have, especially with the wide, flat 
fields offered by the modern generation 
of eyepieces, pioneered by Al Nagler?

And what about Frodo’s idea of a 
“vanished world” on the other side of 
the window? In astronomy there are 
countless worlds vanished in a special 
but quite literal sense: vanished because 
what we’re seeing is what the stars 
or galaxies looked like years or even 

billions of years ago, not what they look like now. Even light, 
the fastest thing in the universe, takes long periods of time to 
cross those immense distances.

There’s an even more amazing kind of vanishing in 
astronomical observing. We’re the ones so short-lived that 
we’re vanishing. A human lifespan is no longer than one swift 
glance in comparison to Carl Sagan’s “cosmic calendar,” the 
life of the universe compressed into a single calendar year. 
But when you think of how much joy and wonder that all of 
us astronomical Frodos can take in during just a quick look 
through the telescope or at the sky, a glance doesn’t seem like a 
small thing.

■ FRED SCHAAF has been writing about the skies for more 
than 40 years. FA
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UNDER THE STARS  by Fred Schaaf
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SUN, MOON & PLANETS  by Jonathan Nally

Beacons of the dawn and dusk
Venus and Mercury shine at opposite ends of the day.

It’s now mid-winter and the 
constellations of the galactic bulge 
— Scorpius and Sagittarius and co. 

— are high overhead, with their spread 
of easy deep sky objects for binoculars 
and small scopes. Down south, the 
Southern Cross and the Two Pointers 
are at maximum elevation just after 
sunset — take a look at the Jewel Box 
star cluster, always a favourite.

The combination of the ecliptic 
(the plane in which the planets orbit) 
standing up almost straight from the 
horizon at this time of the year, together 
with Mercury reaching its greatest 
elongation (angular distance from 
the Sun) on July 30, means that the 
innermost planet will be ideally placed 
for observation from mid-July to mid-
August, remaining above the western 
horizon for about an hour after sunset at 
the beginning of the month, and about
two hours by month’s end. On July 10th,
the planet will appear next to the Beehive
star cluster in Cancer; and on the 25th,
look for the thin crescent Moon nearby.
Mercury’s brightness will go from about
magnitude –0.5 in early July to about
+0.5 by the end of the month. During
that same period, its apparent diameter
will increase from about 5.5 arcseconds
to around 7.9 arcseconds.

Venus continues to shine brightly to
the east in the pre-dawn sky, wandering
among the stars of Taurus. There’ll
be a pretty spectacular sight on July
13, with the magnitude –4.0 planet
seeming to take the place of the star
Epsilon Tauri (also known as Ain) in
the constellation’s V-shaped head… and
fighting for attention with Aldebaran
(magnitude 0.8) just to the right, and
the Pleiades star cluster to the left. Over
the following week, Venus will continue
to slide toward the horizon; watch for
the Moon above it on the 20th and then
below on the 21st.

Left: Venus wanders among the stars of Taurus during July. Right: You’ll need a clear horizon
to catch the Moon, Mercury and Regulus low on the horizon on July 25.

The ‘Red Planet’, Mars, is still out 
of view on the other side of the Sun 
this month, and will remain so until 
it reappears in our morning sky in the 
middle of September.

Jupiter is still up and about, 
visible high in the northern sky after 
sunset, shining at magnitude –2.0 and 
with an apparent diameter of about 
36 arcseconds during July. The blue 
star Spica, the brightest light in the 
constellation Virgo, is above and to the 
right of the planet. And watch for the 
Moon very close below Jupiter on the 1st, 
and close again on the 28th and 29th. 

Saturn, which reached opposition in 
June, is still very well placed for viewing 
above the eastern horizon after sunset 
and transiting (ie. being due north 
and high in the sky) at 11:00pm at the 
beginning of July, reducing to 9:00pm
by the end of the month. Shining at
an impressive magnitude +0.2 and

with an apparent diameter of about 18 
arcseconds, it’s a great target for the 
telescope… particularly this year with its 
rings tilted nicely for our line of sight. 
In fact, the angle of the rings and their 
reflectivity are what is making Saturn so 
bright at the moment, especially when 
you consider that it is heading for its 
aphelion (greatest orbital distance from 
the Sun) next year. Look for the Moon 
near the planet on July 7 and 8.

Although not visible to the naked 
eye — in fact, you need a fairly large 
telescope and accurate pointing — Pluto 
will reach opposition on July 10. Can 
you believe it is now two years since the 
New Horizons spacecraft completed its 
successful fly-by of the dwarf planet?

Finally, good old Earth will reach 
its aphelion on July 4, at a distance 
of 152,092,565 kilometres (equal to
1.016676 astronomical units) from our
nearest star.
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by Con Stoitsis  METEORS

The three amigos of meteors
A trio of late-July showers will keep observers on their toes.

SKY PHENOMENA
JULY 2017 Australian Eastern Standard Time

1 Jupiter 3° south of Moon
2 Juno at opposition
3 Mercury 5° south of Pollux
4 Earth at aphelion
6 Moon at apogee
7 Saturn 3° south of Moon
10 Pluto at opposition
14 Neptune 0.9° north of Moon
14 Venus 3° north of Aldebaran
17 Uranus 4° north of Moon
20 Aldebaran 0.4° south of Moon
20 Venus 3° north of Moon
22 Moon at perigee
25 Mercury 0.9° south of Moon
25 Regulus 0.07° south of Moon
26 Mercury 1.1° south of Regulus
27 Mars in conjunction with Sun
29 Jupiter 3° south of Moon
30 Mercury greatest elongation east (27°)

JULY 2017
First Quarter 1st, 00:51 UT
Full Moon 9th, 04:07 UT
Last Quarter 16th, 19:26 UT
New Moon 23rd, 09:46 UT
First Quarter 30th, 15:23 UT
Apogee 6th, 04h UT

405,934 km
Perigee  21st, 17h UT

361,236 km
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The cold nights of July can be the 
most rewarding when it comes 
to meteor shower observing. 

Both the Southern Delta Aquariids 
and Alpha Capricornids showers are at 
their peak, and their meteors appear 
to radiate from the same part of the 
sky with the radiants not too far apart. 
Adding to the fun is a minor shower,
the Piscis Austrinids, which is active at
the same time.

The Alpha Capricornid shower is
active from mid-July to mid-August,
with a maximum around July 28–30
and a zenithal hourly rate (ZHR) of 5
to 6. What it lacks in numbers is more
than made up for by the spectacular
nature of its meteors, as the shower
— whose parent comet is 169/P NEAT
— has a high percentage of fireballs
and, on occasion, bolides. The meteors
can be any colour but are often yellow.
They move very slowly and often leave
persistent trains that last for minutes.
The most favourable view of the Alpha
Capricornids can be had an hour or two
before dawn.

The Southern Delta Aquariids is

active from mid-July to mid-August, 
with a maximum (ZHR of 18 to 20) 
around July 27–30 — although, unlike 
many showers, the Delta Aquariids 
lack a very definite peak. Instead, these 
medium-speed meteors are active 
throughout late-July and early-August. 
The meteors appear to radiate from near 
the star Delta Aquarii. So like the Eta
Aquariids in May, the Delta Aquariid
shower favours observers in the
Southern Hemisphere. The hour before
dawn usually presents the best view of
the them.

And finally, the minor meteor
shower Piscis Austrinids is also active
around July 28 to 30. Its meteors are
usually faint and swift. Don’t expect
more than 2 to 3 per hour, a few hours
before dawn.

■ CON STOITSIS is the director of the
Astronomical Society of Victoria’s comet
and meteor sections.

 The radiants for the Southern Delta Aquariids, 
Alpha Capricornids and Piscis Austrinids are 
close together in the late-July sky.
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DOUBLE STARS  by Ross Gould

Winter’s scorpion revisited
The stars of Scorpius ride high in our evening skies.

It has been eight years since we last 
surveyed Scorpius, so let’s revisit a 
couple of the gems of this region, along 

with others not previously described. 
To begin, Antares is a challenging pair, 
only 2.5˝ apart and with more than 
3 magnitudes brightness difference. 
Seeing it double is a challenge because 
it depends greatly on air steadiness — 
sometimes it’s achievable with 10 cm 
aperture, at other times not even with 20 
cm or larger, which shows how difficult 
it can be to see a 5th-magnitude star 
when it’s close to a brighter one.

Nu Scorpii, the ‘southern double 
double’ is less challenging, and one of 
my favourite combinations. Here we 
have two doubles in the same field — at 
low power a wide pair of stars, each of 
them double in turn. The less bright, 
CD, is the easier, nicely split even with 
8 cm. The brighter pair is more difficult, 
testing for 10 cm, though it’s wider now 
at 2.3˝ than in the 1800s (when it was 
less than 1.0˝). At medium power (say 
200×), 15 cm will show it nicely split 
though close.

Sigma Scorpii, the bright star 2 
degrees northwest of Antares is a fine, 

pale yellow star with a small, easy 
companion. It is at least quadruple, 
although the 4th star is only detectable 
spectroscopically. It also has an 
interesting very close companion to 
the brighter star, presently at only 0.5˝ 
separation, so it’s a tough one. The 
magnitudes are listed as 3.1 and 5.2, 
a brightness difference that makes it 
harder still. It appeared unresolved in 
the 1950s, less than 0.1˝ separation. It 
was detected as double during a lunar 
occultation in 1972, with separation 
near 0.3˝. Resolved using speckle 
interferometry a few years later, the 
separation was 0.35˝ in 1977, and 0.48˝ 
by 2006. The angle changed by about 
50 degrees over this 30-year period. The 
impression is of a binary in the closest 
part of its orbit during the surveys of 
the 1920s–1950s, which has quickly 
widened since. It’s now within reach of 
medium and large amateur scopes.

More of a challenge for 10 cm is 2 
Sco (BU 36), 1.5 degrees northwest of 
Pi Sco. 2 Sco is an unequal, close pair 
that was just separated at 100× with 18 
cm, but easy at 180×; a a couple of bright 
stars are nearby. On the other side of 

Pi Sco is BU 38, about 1 degree east-
northeast of it. BU 38 is easy, its 7th- 
and 9th-magnitude stars nicely split at 
100× with 18 cm, the primary white.

Some 3 degrees southwest of Tau 
Sco is a William Herschel discovery, H 
N 39. A somewhat unequal pair of pale 
yellow stars, it was well seen at 100× 
in a fairly starry field. Two degrees east 
and just north from Tau is BU 1116, a 
very unequal and fairly close pair. With 
18 cm at 100× there were two bright 
stars marking the ends of a gathering of 
fainter stars, particularly marked about 
the less bright of the two. The brighter 
star is BU 1116: with 18 cm at 180×, the 
tiny companion very close nearby north 
became visible, and was obvious at 330×.

Well south and west of Tau and 
Epsilon Sco is HJ 4848, at 100× a lovely, 
near-equal white pair with a wide 
magnitude-9 star near north and a faint 
wide pair northeast.

Our last double can be found some 
2 degrees northwest from Mu-1 and 
Mu-2 Sco. R 283 was discovered by 
H.C. Russell with the 29-cm refractor 
at Sydney Observatory in 1881. It’s a 
changing binary, with a long-period 
orbit measured in centuries. After 
discovery, the 7th-magnitude stars 
gradually closed, to less than 0.2˝ in the 
1960s. Widening since then, it reached 
0.55˝ by 1989 and in 2016 was measured 
at 0.82˝. This suggests that 15 cm will 
now show a figure-8, and 10 cm might 
show an elongated image.

To end, a note about my 210-mm 
telescope, mentioned in the May/June 
2017 issue of AS&T. It’s not a refractor 
as stated, but a Dall-Kirkham reflector 
— not as exotic as a large refractor, but 
more compact and portable.

■ ROSS GOULD observes the sky from 
the nation’s capital. He can be reached 
at rgould1792@optusnet.com.au

Double stars of Scorpius

Star Name R. A. Dec. Magnitudes Separation Position 
Angle

Date of 
Measure Spectrum

2 Sco (BU 36) 15h 53.6m -25° 20´ 4.7, 7.0 2.0˝ 268 2014 B2.5V

BU 38 16h 02.9m -25° 01´ 7.2, 9.5 4.5˝ 343 2010 B9.5V

Nu Sco (H 5 6) 16h 12.0m -19° 28´ A-C 4.2, 6.6 41.5˝ 336 2016 B2IV, B8/9V

(BU 120) " " A-B 4.4, 5.3 1.3˝ 002 2016

(MTL 2) " " CD 6.6, 7.2 2.4˝ 055 2016

Sigma Sco (H 4 121) 16h 21.2m -25° 36´ AB 2.9, 8.4 20.0˝ 273 2013 B0III+B8V

(BLM 4) " " Aa,Ab 3.1, 5.2 0.5˝ 238 2006 B0.5III

HJ 4848 16h 23.9m -33° 12´ 6.9, 7.3 6.2˝ 152 2013 A0V+A0V

H N 39 16h 24.7m -29° 42´ 5.9, 6.6 4.1˝ 355 2012 G0IV+G0V

Antares (Alpha) 16h 29.4m -26° 26´ 1.0, 5.4 2.6˝ 277 2014 M1

R 283 16h 42.5m -37° 05´ 7.0, 7.8 0.8˝ 246 2016 G3III

BU 1116 16h 44.3m -27° 27´ 6.6, 10.2 2.3˝ 359 2010 A2V

Data from the Washington Double Star Catalog
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by Alan Plummer  VARIABLE STARS

is sufficient to find U Her. However, 
to participate fully I suggest you read 
the AAVO Visual Observers Manual, 
and jump in. The astronomical world 
awaits!

■ ALAN PLUMMER observes from the 
Blue Mountains west of Sydney, and 
can be contacted at alan.plummer@
variablestarssouth.org

Legacy of a long-period variable
The history of U Herculis stretches back more than 150 years.

They say it’s a small world, and it 
seems that in astronomy circles 
it has been for some time, as 

there has always been a two-way street 
between observers and researchers. 
The American Association of Variable 
Star Observers (AAVSO), for instance, 
is an interface between observers and 
the wider astronomical community. To 
illustrate: the star U Herculis’ variability 
was first documented in 1860 by Karl 
Ludwig Hencke, a Prussian postal clerk. 
His interest in astronomy had led him 
into contact with professionals such as 
Encke, von Fraunhofer and Argelander 
— famous names all. So, U Her it was a 
case of a discovery by an amateur who 
was motivated by professionals.

The U Her data set proper began in 
1863, with the work of professional 
astronomers in England and Germany. 
And in the USA in 1906, the director 
of the Harvard College Observatory, 
Edward Pickering, actively enlisted 
amateurs from around the world to 
monitor variable stars, leading to 
today’s wonderful AAVSO database.

U Her is an ideal subject for those 
with a good northern outlook. It is a 
long-period variable (LPV) with a visual 
magnitude range of 6.4 to 13.4 over 

a period of 404 days. With predicted 
maximum light coming up on July 12, 
it’s a great target for 50-mm binoculars. 
The AAVSO has it in its LPV Legacy 
list — selected stars that have long-term 
data sets and whose light curves are 
expected to be scientifically useful for 
decades to come.

The finder chart here, along with 
the all sky map in the centre pages, 

 U Herculis is 
located at 16h 
25m 47.47s,
+18° 53' 32.9" 
(epoch J2000). 
This chart 
(courtesy of 
the AAVSO) is 
approximately 
4 degrees wide 
and has visual 
magnitudes 
shown with 
decimal points 
omitted to avoid 
confusion with 
faint stars —
so 60 denotes a 
magnitude 6.0 
star.
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COMETS  by David Seargent

Kiwi comet makes its return
Comet 71P/Clark will zoom through the Milky Way in July.

As we move into July, the bright 
periodic comets which graced 
our skies earlier in the year have 

now faded to mere shades of their 
former selves. Nevertheless, another 
relatively bright object of short period 
(due to reach perihelion at 1.59 a.u. 
on June 30) will be well placed for 
southern observers in Scorpius during 
July. Despite its position within a 
rich region of the Milky Way band, 
the comet should be a relatively easy 
object for small- and medium-size 
telescopes, as it is expected to reach its 
maximum brightness this month, with 
some forecasts placing it at around 
magnitude 10.

The comet in question is 71P/Clark.
This object is of special interest for
southerners as it was discovered by
Michael Clark of Mt John Observatory
in New Zealand on June 9, 1973 during
a photographic variable-star patrol
conducted by the Bamberg Observatory
in Germany. At the time of discovery,
the comet’s magnitude was estimated
as 13. Having a period of 5.5 years, the

comet experiences alternate favourable 
and unfavourable apparitions, with this 
year’s being one of the former.

The two comets of long period 
that have been features of our skies 
in recent months should, however, be 
easier objects for small telescopes and 
binoculars as they move away from 
their respective perihelia.

Having passed perihelion (at 
1.05 a.u.) on May 9, C/2015 ER61 
(PANSTARRS) begins July moving 
slowly through Aries, reaching the 
border of Taurus by the end of the 
month. The brightness of this comet 
has not been entirely steady, with an 
outburst having occurred last autumn,
so magnitude predictions are necessarily
uncertain, although relatively
conservative parameters suggest a slow
fade from about magnitude 9.5 to 10.5
during the month of July.

Also retreating from its perihelion
passage (on June 12 at 1.64 a.u. from
the Sun) the dynamically new C/2015
V2 (Johnson) remains very well placed
for southern observers as it slowly fades.

Starting the month in Virgo, the comet 
passes the meeting point of Virgom 
Libra and Hydra around the middle 
of July, before continuing southward 
into Centaurus by the month’s end. 
The scatter in brightness estimates of 
this comet was quite large as it moved 
toward perihelion, probably because 
it displayed a large and diffuse outer 
coma surrounding a relatively small and 
strongly condensed inner one. Back in 
April, magnitude estimates ranged from 
as bright as the faint sevens to as dim 
as the mid tens! Assuming a value near 
the middle of the range and an ‘average’ 
response to solar distance, implies a 
brightness close to magnitude 8 in early 
July, fading by about one magnitude 
before the end of the month.

■ DAVID SEARGENT is the discoverer 
of comet 1978 XV. His latest book, 
Visually Observing Comets (published 
by Springer), is now available both as a 
paperback and an ebook.

 Comet C/2015 V2 (Johnson) — shown here 
as it was at the end of March — will be well 
placed for southern observers during July,  
but is beginning to fade. 

 C/2015 ER61 (PANSTARRS) will move through 
Aries during July, glowing at around magnitude  
9.5 to 10.5. This is how it looked on April 6.
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 GLOWING GALAXY
It’s the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) galaxy, but not as we usually see it. This new image, made with the European Southern Observatory’s 
VISTA telescope, shows it in infrared light and in incredible detail. Infrared wavelengths enable astronomers to peer through the galaxy’s dust 
clouds to reveal hidden stars. The bright object at the top of the image is the globular star cluster, 47 Tucanae — unrelated to the SMC but in 
the same light of sight. A second, smaller, globular (NGC 362) is visible at left. You can find the full image (4.4 GB!), plus zoomable versions 
and videos, at eso.org/public/images/eso1714a/
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Winter is the season of rugging up to observe the central
regions of the Milky Way, when the temptation is to
stay warm in bed. Sometimes the most fun can be had
in chasing down old favourites best viewed in the cold
months: that brilliant line of stars in the Lagoon Nebula
(M8) or the spangled shot of the Ptolemy Cluster (M7).
But at other times we’re in the mood for something else,
so we begin looking beyond Sagittarius and Scorpius for
some new challenges. One such challenge is Lupus, which
rides high overhead during winter evenings. Out of range
in the summer and shoulder seasons, the Wolf offers
three good options — all dark nebulae — to add to our list
of winter favourites.

Dark, or absorption, nebulae are irregular stretches of
dust and gas so dense that they block or scatter optical light,
creating the appearance of dark voids in the eyepiece. These
peculiar clouds can be observed year round with

Stay up late to track down these
absorption nebulae in Lupus.

RIDGE OF DARKNESS Deep sky images reveal the condensations
of gas and dust in the darkest regions of the Lupus 1 Molecular Cloud.
This three-panel mosaic covers a roughly 6° × 31/3° field of view.
LUPUS: SCOTT ROSEN, DRAWING: JOHANNES HEVELIUS
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Dark Wolf
The

of Winter

DARK NEBULAE by Richard P. Wilds



Lupus 1

Be 148

HD 140784

SL 13

SL 12

Ψ2

Ψ1
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binoculars, telescopes, or occasionally, 
the naked eye (for instance, the Great 
Rift stretches more than 120° from 
Deneb to Alpha Centauri, offering 
one of the largest possible naked-eye 
targets). To really dig in to dark nebulae 
you’ll need binoculars or a telescope 
with a very wide field of view: a 
specially designed rich-field telescope or 
a scope equipped with one of the newer 
wide-field eyepieces. Increasing aperture 
increases the size of the nebula through 
your eyepiece and improves the contrast 
between the nebula and skyglow. But 
these ‘improvements’ may not be much 
help, as some dark nebulae are so broad 
that they’ll stretch beyond your field of 
view. For nebulae longer than 1°, you’ll 
do better with a small aperture f/3 or 
f/4 scope with an 80° or 100° eyepiece 
that provides a wider field of view — the 
right combination can yield a field of 
view as wide as 3°. Low-power, high-
aperture binoculars are also a good 
option for hunting these dust clouds. 

You’ll also need a dark sky and good 
transparency, two conditions that are 
sometimes difficult to obtain. Move 
away from light pollution (star party, 
anyone?) and meticulously protect your 
dark-adapted vision.

A different catalogue
Most dark nebulae favoured by amateur 
astronomers come from the Barnard 
catalogue, compiled by E. E. Barnard 
based on photographic plates taken at 
Lick Observatory and Mount Wilson 
Observatory, or the Lynds catalogue, 
compiled by Beverly T. Lynds from 
images taken during the National 
Geographic Society–Palomar Observatory 
Sky Survey (POSS). A few lesser-known 
catalogues provide coverage of dark 
targets at southerly declinations. For 
example, the Sandqvist Lindroos (SL) 
catalogue, compiled by Aage Sandqvist 
and K. P. Lindroos (Stockholm 
Observatory) as part of their study of 
formaldehyde in dark dust clouds, lists 
42 absorption nebulae detected in the 
Whiteoak fields. (The Whiteoak fields 
extended POSS southward, capturing 
100 fields between declination –36° 
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Lupus 1 Molecular Cloud
Lupus hosts a complex region of sky
just west of the centre of the galaxy
that contains extensive dark nebulae
similar to the more northerly region of
the Great Rift. The greatest of the dark
nebulae are molecular clouds — dense
collections of hydrogen (H2) molecules,
dust and stars. Because they’re so dense
— and in the process of condensing

and –42° with red plates taken with 
the 48-inch Schmidt telescope.) The 
SL catalogue provides the equatorial 
co-ordinates of the centre of each 
cloud (equinox 1950), the galactic 
coordinates, the approximate area in 
square degrees, and the opacity class, 
which numbers the opacity of each 
nebula from 1–6, with 1 being the least 
opaque, 6 being the most.

more — many of these clouds also 
contain active star-forming regions. 
The Lupus Molecular Cloud Complex, 
one of the nearest and largest low-mass 
star forming complexes, divides into 

BROKEN CLOUDS The dark patches of 
SL 11 run approximately 30′ long, orientated 
roughly northeast to southwest between Eta 
Lupi and HD 142889. Look for the stronger 
pitch on the western end of the nebulosity.

HD 142889

η Lupi

SL 11
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DARK TARGETS WITHIN THE WOLF
Object Mag(v) / Opacity RA 

B228  6, 5 15h 45.0m

Bernes 148 9.5 15h 45.2m

SL 11  6 15h 57.0m

NGC 5986  7.6 15h 46.1m

SL 7  6 16h 01.8m

SL 14  6 16h 09.4m

B231  6 16h 38.4m

B233  6 16h 43.7m

Angular sizes and separations are from recent catalogues. Visually, an object’s size is often smaller than the
catalogued value and varies according to the aperture and magnification of the viewing instrument. Right 
ascension and declination are for equinox 2000.0.

four subgroups, catalogued as Lupus 
1–4. We’ll focus here on Lupus 1, a 
molecular cloud 450–500 light-years 
from Earth and a member of our local 
galactic neighbourhood (it’s found in 
what’s known as Loop I, next to our 
Local Bubble and just opposite the 
famous Taurus Dark Cloud). 

Sometimes referred to as the Dark 
Wolf Nebula, Lupus 1 is dominated by 
a long ridge of darkness several degrees 
long and about 1° wide. Orientated 
northwest–southeast, this tangled 
absorption cloud was catalogued as 
B228 by Barnard, who described it as 
a “large vacant region . . . strongest 
marked at the north end” in his 
Catalogue of Dark Objects in the Sky. 

The Sandqvist Lindroos catalogue 
breaks Lupus 1 down into more 
manageable pieces in terms of your field 
of view: The northwest section of B228 
is SL 12; the southeast section is SL 
13. If you can manage a 1½ or 2° field 
of view, you can compare SL 12 and SL 
13 more easily. Like Barnard, Sandqvist 
and Lindroos considered the northern 
condensation to be darkest, classifying 
SL 12 as a 6 on the opacity scale, with 
SL 13 coming in at a 5.

Because molecular clouds are lively 
star-forming regions, it’s not unusual 
to find bright nebulosities — emission 
nebulae, reflection nebulae, Herbig-
Haro objects — interrupting their deep 
reaches. Observers of Lupus 1 will find 
an interesting reflection nebula, Bernes 
148 (GN 15.42.0), at roughly the 
midway point of the dark spine of B228. 
An estimated 3′ across, Bernes 148 is 
visible at low power, and that’s how 
you’ll want to find it, hopping off the 
nearby brighter stars, Psi2 (ψ2) Lupi and 
HD 140784. Low power will also help 
you compare the brightness of Bernes 
148 with the neighbouring stars. In my 
estimation, it’s brighter than the stars 
surrounding it.

To pull the nebula into clearer view, 

BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL The yellow-orange 
K-type star HD 143009 marks the western 
edge of SL 7. Look for the triangular ‘bite’ of 
stars cutting into the darkness to the southeast 
of the star.

Alt. ID

SL 12, SL 13

GN 15.42.0

—

—

—

Bernes 149

—

—

Size

240′ × 20′

3.0′

150′ × 40′

9.6′

60′ × 10′

60′ × 70′

50′ × 40′

10′ × 40′

Dec.

–34° 31′

–34° 17′

–37° 48′

–37° 47′

–41° 20′

–39° 08′

–35° 25′

–39° 49′

HD 143009

DARK NEBULAE

SL 7
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you’ll need to change to a higher-power 
eyepiece, because you’re going from 
observing an object that’s many degrees
in size to one only 3′ wide. Bernes 148 
takes high magnification well. The 
nebula is well placed with an arc of four
10th-magnitude stars spread across 
its north side at an average of 5′ to 10′ 
from the nebula. The nebula is involved 
more tightly with the 10th-magnitude 
variable stars HT and HW Lupi.  

Of dark nebulae  
and globular clusters
A second dark nebula in northern 
Lupus can be found just 1° northwest 
of 3.4-magnitude Eta (η) Lupi. This is 
SL 11, a 30′ region featuring a number 
of smaller dark patches. Just south of 
the 6.4 magnitude star HD 142889 and 
west of HD 143473, these very dark 
areas measure about 10′ across. Expert 
observer Mel Bartels found this a tough 
target, so be patient here. It may help to
edge the brighter stars out of your field 
of view before searching for the subtle 
contrast between the nebula and the 
background Milky Way glow.

Just 2° west of SL 11 you’ll find 
the globular cluster NGC 5986. The 
proximity of globular clusters to many 
dark nebulae led early astronomers 
like William Herschel to the erroneous 
conclusion that the stars comprising 
globular clusters had been swept up 
from the dark voids to form a condensed
sphere of brilliance. Today we know this 
isn’t true; what had been thought to be 
empty voids in space are actually huge 
clouds of dust and gas that eventually 
are brought together by the effects of 
galactic encounters, supernovae and 
gravity to form the protostellar regions 
of new planetary systems. 

NGC 5986 appears grainy through 
a small scope, with perhaps two to 
three individual stars popping at the 
northeastern edge; you’ll need 30 cm of
aperture or more to resolve more than a
few stars.

Collar of darkness
Heading farther south along the Wolf’s 
neck, we encounter SL 7 about 3½° 

south of Eta Lupi. SL 7 extends 1° in
width and almost 3° in length. The
POSS image above is set on the nebula’s
central region, just off 4.9-magnitude
HD 143009, but the opaque dust cloud
extends out of the field of view both to
the lower right (southwest) to touch
the constellation Norma and to the
upper left to tag Scorpius. You’ll need
a rich-field telescope with a wide-angle
eyepiece to get the best look at such a
large cloud.

SL 7 has an overall opacity of
6, offering good contrast with the
skyglow. The darkest section appears
to be the inky black pool southeast
of HD 143009. The cloud breaks with
brightness as it extends southwest
and northeast, but under the right
conditions, you may be able to trace its
entire length.

Onward and eastward
If these fine examples of dark  
nebulae aren’t enough, you needn’t 
go very far for more first-class targets. 
Southern Scorpius lies east of Eta Lupi; 
here you’ll find a range of large and 
small nebulae with various opacities. 
The best is SL 14 (Bernes 149), a 
stretch of darkness with a collection 
of variable stars, including the 
12.4-magnitude T Tauri star HK Lupi. 
HK Lupi also boasts a bright nebula 
just a bit dimmer than Bernes 148. 
While you’re in the area, look for B231 
and B233, and for variety, finish up 
with HD 149447, a 4.2-magnitude K5 
orange star.

RICHARD P. WILDS' latest publication 
is Bright and Dark Nebulae: A Pocket 
Field Guide (Springer, 2016).

THE VOID You won’t see the twists and turns of dust and clouds shown in deep sky images of 
dark nebulae. Instead, you’ll see absence: a dark swath of apparently empty space, free of stars, 
free of skyglow. This POSS-II image offers a view closer to what you’ll see through your eyepiece.

HD 143009

SL 7
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Take a telescopic tour of 4 billion years of Solar System history.

EVERY MONTH WE WATCH THE MOON morph
through its sequence of phases — from new to full and
back to new. During this 29½-day-long cycle, our satellite 
orbits around Earth, and we see its disk become sunlit from 
different angles. Day by day, the line that divides lunar day 
and night, called the terminator, gradually marches across the 
Moon’s face.

And what an interesting face it has! Over time we’ve come N
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amazingMoon features
to appreciate that the lunar surface preserves geologic events 
that occurred throughout the Solar System’s 4½-billion-year 
history. And guess what? You can see much of that evidence 
easily with even a small telescope. So here’s a list of 25 lunar 
features of all types that you can track down at your leisure. 
Use the map above to locate them; they’re ordered from lunar 
east to west, so you can start looking for them soon after new 
Moon and continue until full Moon and thereafter. 

FEATURES APLENTY
This composite of Lunar 

Reconnaissance Orbiter images reveals 
the Moon’s varied surface features.
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1. Mare Crisium  In the days right after new Moon, you’ll 
spot the sizable grey oval about 580 by 430 kilometres across 
that marks Mare Crisium, the ‘Sea of Crises,’ near the 
centre of the graceful lunar crescent. Before the telescope’s 
invention, moonwatchers really did believe that this and 
other dark patches were briny seas; today we know they are 
vast plains of dark, solidified lava that flooded the floors of 
impact basins billions of years ago. 
2. Proclus  Just beyond the western lip of Mare Crisium 
is Proclus, a smallish crater (27 kilometres across) with a
substantial fan of bright-toned debris that splashed out onto
the surrounding landscape. This pattern of rays has a distinct
gap that shows up particularly well at times near full Moon.
Apparently Proclus resulted from the impact of a wayward
object coming in from the west at a very shallow angle, and
this sideways strike created a ‘zone of avoidance’ where the
bright fan is absent.
3. Posidonius Not much remains of this 95-km-wide
crater — lava from Mare Serenitatis flooded its interior and
all around it billions of years ago. When the local shadows
are pronounced, look on the crater floor for a network of

fractures (rilles) caused by surface extension and ‘wrinkle
ridges’ (dorsa) of lava caused by compression.
4. Serpentine Ridge This snaking, 480-km-long chain of
wrinkle ridges runs parallel to the eastern edge of Mare
Serenitatis. The vertical relief is low, no more than 300
metres, but the twisting hills show up distinctly if you view
this region when the Moon is 6 days old.
5. Theophilus Along the northeastern margin of Mare
Nectaris stands a trio of craters all about 95 km across.
Theophilus (at the trio’s bottom) looks freshest and cuts into
the rim of Cyrillus to its immediate southwest — so it’s the
youngest. Catharina, to their south, has been badly battered
and is the oldest.
6. Fracastorius The northern rim of this 124-km-wide crater
is missing. It lies on the southern margin of Mare Nectaris,
and chances are that the centre of Nectaris dropped down
after Fracastorius formed. Great floods of mare lava then
inundated the low-lying northern rim. That downdrop likely
also explains the delicate rilles that we see crisscrossing the
crater’s floor.
7. Rupes Altai This long, prominent gash in the lunar
crust is actually all that's left of the main ring of Nectaris
basin, which was an enormous pit created some 3.92 billion
years ago. The rest of the rim has been erased by subsequent
impacts and lava flows. Informally known as Altai Scarp, this
formation stretches roughly 480 kilometres and stands more
than 1.5 km high in places. It’s most evident when lit by the
rising Sun (about 6 days after new Moon) or near local sunset
about two weeks later.
8. Plato Probably the most distinct flat-floored crater on
the Moon, Plato is big (100 km across) with a smooth, flat
and nearly featureless floor. There’s no central peak, because
Plato’s lava pool is more than 2.5 km deep. The crater’s
irregular rim casts menacingly pointed shadows across the
floor as the Sun rises over them; the best time to look at Plato
crater is about 9 days past new Moon.

 MORNING LIGHT  A low Sun lights up Altai Scarp (arrowed), which 
marks the outer ring of 8,605-km-wide Nectaris basin. Mare Nectaris 
(near the top) is the lava plain that later filled its centre.

 BIG SPLASH  Check out dark Mare Crisium and the small-yet-
obvious crater Proclus, whose splash of bright rays (seen most easily at 
times near full Moon) shows an obvious gap to one side.
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9. Pico and Piton The titanic impact that created the
Imbrium basin 3.9 billion years ago left behind an enormous
multi-ringed depression some 1,380 kilometres across. It also
fractured the crust to great depth, and in time molten rock
escaped along these pathways and flooded the basin’s floor,
creating Mare Imbrium. Today little remains of the basin’s
inner ring, but a few bits of it jut up through the lava plain
south of Plato, and two of these are Mons Pico and Mons
Piton (mons is Latin for mountain). They cast long, dramatic
shadows across the lava plain whenever the Sun is just above
the local horizon. But actually their heights are modest —
only about 2.5 km each.
10. Archimedes Located near the eastern shore of Mare
Imbrium, this ‘ghost crater’ has lost all of its rays, central

peaks and many other details. That’s because lava erupted from 
below and inundated the floor with a layer at least 1.5 km 
deep. Still, the 80-km-wide rim displays interesting terracing 
that becomes more obvious when sunlight strikes it obliquely.
11. Montes Apenninus  Distinct mountainous arcs to the 
east and south of Mare Imbrium mark what remains of 
the Imbrium basin’s outer rim. Of these, the Apennine 
Mountains (as they’re commonly known) are most 
prominent and rise up to 4.5 km above the surrounding lava 
plain. To the southwest of the Apennines, the peaks taper to 
an arc of summits north of Copernicus known as Montes 
Carpatus. Their extension to the northeast, abutting Mare 
Serenitatis, is called Montes Caucasus.
12. Ptolemaeus This big, obvious crater (150 km across)
sits almost dead-centre in the lunar disk and shows up best
around the times of first and last quarter. Look closely at its
floor, and you’ll see assorted shallow depressions that are
probably buried craters.
13. Arzachel Although not particularly large (95 kilometres
across), this crater has a lot to offer telescopic observers. It’s
relatively fresh, with a rugged, terraced rim. A 1.5-km-high
central peak rises from a lava-covered floor that’s crisscrossed
by faulting.
14. Rupes Recta More commonly called the Straight Wall,
this ancient fault slices across the eastern edge of Mare
Nubium for nearly 110 km. It’s most conspicuous near the
times of local sunrise (9 days after new Moon) or sunset (22
days). It’s not completely straight — there’s a short bend at
each end. This fault scarp, about 300 metres high, probably
formed when the great mass of mare lava to the west caused
the underlying rock to crack and sink.
15. Tycho Even though it's not especially large, 85-km-wide
Tycho sports the most impressive set of spoke-like rays of
any crater on the Moon. This bright splash radiates for up to
1,600 kilometres in all directions, and it’s especially obvious
around the time of full Moon. The rays are so obvious

 MYSTERIOUS WHORL  The unusual marking Reiner Gamma itself is only about 35 km wide, but narrow surface swirls extend far to the upper 
left and lower right of this frame. At right is the 30-km-wide crater Reiner. Lunar Orbiter 4 took this photo in 1967. 

 CURIOUS AND COMPLEX  This high-magnification view shows 
the complex terracing in the walls of Aristarchus crater. Above it lies the 
meandering rille known as Vallis Schröteri (Schröter’s Valley).
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because space radiation hasn’t had time to darken them much 
in the 108 million years since Tycho formed. The crater itself 
displays a beautifully terraced rim and a 1.5-km-high central 
peak, features best seen at times other than near full Moon.
16. Clavius  With a diameter of 225 km, Clavius ranks as the 
third-largest crater on the Moon’s nearside hemisphere. It’s 
also an old one that likely formed about 4 billion years ago, 
and many subsequent impacts have disfigured its rim and 
floor. Five of these form an arcing chain that begins at the 
south rim, each smaller than the previous one — a good test
of your scope’s resolution.
17. Sinus Iridum  The ‘Bay of Rainbows,’ sitting atop Mare 
Imbrium, is what remains of a large impact crater some 240
kilometres across that was overrun by volcanic floods. Its 
surface is smooth and level, though close inspection a few 
days before full Moon reveals a few wrinkle ridges. 
18. Copernicus  With a diameter of 93 kilometres, this 
easy-to-find crater exhibits a series of terraces that stairstep
down the inside of its rim. These mark where the initial rim
collapsed under its own weight. The impact that created 
Copernicus some 800 million years ago also created a spray of
bright rays that extend outward across the surrounding dark
mare for some 800 kilometres. 
19. Fra Mauro The telescopic interest here is not the
95-kilometre-wide crater Fra Mauro but rather all the knobby
terrain that surrounds it. This is a big splat of debris thrown
out during the titanic Imbrium impact, and it’s where Apollo
14 landed in 1971.
20. Schiller Few craters are more enigmatic than this
179-by-72-km gash tucked near the southeastern edge of the
lunar disk. Laboratory tests suggest that a projectile coming in
at a very oblique angle, just 2° or 3° above horizontal, could 
gouge out a crater with this oblong shape. But statistically such 
a shallow strike angle would be very unlikely — unless the 
impactor were in orbit before it crashed into the surface. So 
might the Moon once have had satellites of its own?
21. Vallis Schröteri (Schröter's Valley)   This large, winding 
lava channel, 160 km long and nearly 11 km wide in some 
places, is both fascinating and controversial. For decades, 
especially in the 1960s and ’70s, telescopic observers 
repeatedly claimed to see brief brightenings there. But they’ve 
not been borne out by spacecraft scrutiny. 
22. Aristarchus  Although only 40 km across, this crater sits 
atop a broad plateau that has at least four different compositions 
— including a widespread layer of volcanic ash. Use high 

magnification to glimpse a beautiful set of terraces on its inner 
rim. The small central peak consists of anorthosite, a whitish, 
aluminium-rich rock that became the first solid outer crust 
when the Moon formed 4½ billion years ago.
23. Gassendi  Like Posidonius, Gassendi is a large (110-km) 
crater whose floor is crosscut by a system of rilles. The crater’s 
southern rim is almost completely submerged under the lava 
flows that cover Mare Humorum. 
24. Reiner Gamma  The next time the Moon is full or 
waning, take a good look at this conspicuous bright smudge 
in Oceanus Procellarum. It’s the best example of the ‘lunar 
swirls’ that have baffled planetary geologists for decades. 
Perhaps Reiner Gamma has somehow been protected from 
the darkening effects of ‘space weathering,’ or maybe it’s 
continually replenished with toppings of bright, very fine 
dust, levitated electrostatically from elsewhere.
25. Grimaldi  Tucked against the Moon’s easternmost limb 
is an isolated, very dark circle of mare lava surrounded by a 
distinct but heavily degraded 220-km-wide rim. Farther out 
is a subtler second rim that’s 460 km across. Thus, planetary 
geologists don’t classify Grimaldi as a crater but rather as a 
basin. Technically, some lunar experts note, the lava-covered 
floor at its centre could have been named Mare Grimaldis.

If you like the fun and challenge of tracking down these 
select lunar features, try your skill with the more extensive 
‘Lunar 100’ list (https://is.gd/lunar_100) created by Australian 
Sky & Telescope contributing editor, Charles A. Wood. 

■ KELLY BEATTY has been ogling the Moon through his 
telescopes for more than 50 years.

EASY PICKINGS
The Moon is a rewarding target for telescopes of all 
sizes. Generally, the larger your scope’s aperture 
(diameter), the finer the detail you can see with it. But 
you’ll be able to appreciate these lunar targets even 
with apertures of 60 to 80 mm.

 RUINED CRATER  Perched on the northern shore of Mare 
Humorum, Gassendi sports a cluster of central peaks and a distinct 
network of fractures (rilles) on its floor.
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STAR TRACKERS by Jerry Lodriguss

Tracking is the next step on your journey to capturing the beauty of the night sky.

G etting started in basic astrophotography is easy 
using just a camera on a tripod. But if you get bitten 
by the imaging bug, you’re going to want to record 

more than conjunctions or constellations. 
To capture fainter targets such as star clusters, large 

emission and dark nebulae, or the Milky Way itself in a low-
noise image, you’ll need to shoot longer exposures. But the 
stars above will trail in longer exposures, because the world 
continues to turn no matter how hard we try to stop it. As 
Earth rotates on its axis, the Sun, Moon and stars appear to 
rise in the east and set in the west.  

To compensate for Earth’s spin, you need to use an 
equatorial tracking mount. When the device’s axis of rotation 
is aligned with our planet’s rotational axis, the mount turns 
at the exact same rate that Earth turns, in the opposite 
direction, cancelling out the motion of the heavens and 
making celestial targets sit still for your close-up. 

Assuming you already have a tripod, the least expensive 
way to get into these longer, tracked exposures is with a 
homemade ‘barn door’ mount that you can make for about 
$20. It’s not much more than two boards connected by a 
hinge aimed at the celestial pole. A simple bolt and wingnut 
provide its drive mechanism. Placed at the right distance 
from the hinge (290 mm), one turn per minute results in a 
sidereal tracking rate that will follow the stars.

But if you’re like me, you’ll soon tire of turning that bolt on 
the homemade barn door mount. You can build a motorised 
version, but if you aren’t mechanically inclined, 
you’ll want to take a look at the commercial 
star trackers described here.

All star trackers work the same way: You put 
one on a sturdy tripod and aim its axis toward 
at the celestial pole. Attach your camera with a 
ball head, frame the part of the sky you want to 
shoot, and start taking pictures.

Some use a sight hole to roughly aim the 
mount toward the pole, while more advanced 
models have a small polar-alignment telescope 
with a built-in reticle, which is either included 
or available at additional cost. Others work in 
conjunction with handy smartphone apps that 

Portable
star trackers

show you exactly where to place the pole on the reticle in the 
polar-alignment scope using your precise location, date and 
time obtained from the smartphone’s GPS. 

Most of these star trackers work well, enabling you to shoot 
exposures up to several minutes long with wide-angle lenses 
without additional guiding. A general rule of thumb with 
these drives is the shorter your lens’ focal length, the longer 
your exposures can be before periodic error elongates the stars 
in your images. Some will also let you shoot with moderate 
telephoto lenses of up to about 100-mm focal length, though 
once you start using telephoto lenses, you’ll find the longest 
successful exposures without elongated stars will go down.

Each of these units is very compact and easily fits into a 
suitcase if you are travelling and are pressed for luggage space. 

Note that, with all of these trackers, you’ll need a sturdy 
tripod and ball head to aim the camera. Except for the iOptron 
StarTrackers and the Sky-Watcher Star Adventurers, the polar 
alignment scopes are an additional (though in my opinion 
essential) accessory, so factor that into the total cost also.

Of course, you could make the argument that once you 
spend $100 for a tripod, $50 for a ball head, and $300 to 
$1,000 for a tracker, you’re easily into the price range of a 
true equatorial mount that could also hold a telescope. The 
difference is the portability of these trackers. You can literally 
carry an iOptron SkyTracker or Vixen Polaire in your camera 
bag — or the pocket of your winter coat. They are perfect if 
you are flying on vacation to a place with dark skies where you 

might want to shoot some spectacular 
night sky pictures, and they are also 
great for shooting total solar eclipses 
with longer telephoto lenses. Their 
portability and compactness really helps 
in carrying them on the airlines, which 
these days often have carry-on size and 
weight limitations and charge additional 
baggage fees.

 CAMERA TRACKERS  Shooting deep 
images of the Milky Way is easiest when 
using a tracking mount that makes your 
camera follow the movement of the sky. B
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iOptron SkyTracker Pro  
ioptron.com • Starting at US$299

This new and improved redesign of the SkyTracker (opposite 
page) sports a much more refined alt-azimuth adjustment for 
dialing in polar alignment, and it uses the same (excellent) 
polar-alignment scope that also works with the iOptron Polar 
Scope app. It’s powered with an internal rechargeable battery 
that can drive the mount for up to 24 hours and recharges in 5 
hours through a micro USB port. Its polar-alignment scope has 
adjustable brightness levels, and the unit includes both ¼-20 
and 3/8-inch threaded attachments. Like its predecessor, the 
SkyTracker Pro includes four tracking rates and can be used in 
both Hemispheres. It also features a 180× slewing mode in RA 
to help frame your subject. The SkyTracker Pro weighs 1.2 kg 
with a maximum payload capacity of 3 kg.

StarSync Tracker  
starsynctrackers.com • Starting at US$239.95

The StarSync Tracker is essentially a barn door mount, constructed 
of aluminium and stainless steel weighing 1.7 kg. A bare-bones 
version is aligned by sighting along the hinge; a green-laser-pointer 
accessory, available to provide more accurate polar alignment, might 
be a problem at public dark sky star parties. It’s powered with 12 
volts DC (also an additional accessory) and can track for up to 2½ 
hours before its drive mechanism has to be reset. The unit has a 
built-in alt-azimuth camera swivel mount with a ¼-20 tripod thread.

Sightron Nano Tracker  
omegon.eu • Starting at US$308

This compact drive is about as big as your fist and weighs less than 
500 grams but can bear a load of about 2 kg. It’s powered by three 

AA batteries and attaches to standard ¼-20 tripod threads. The unit 
is aligned using a simple peep-sight hole. The Nano Tracker can be 
operated in both Northern and Southern Hemispheres and includes 
drive rates of sidereal, 0.5× sidereal and 50× sidereal to aid in slew-

ing to targets. An optional ball head is available at additional cost.
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iOptron SkyTracker  
ioptron.com • US$299

This compact rectangular tracker weighs 1.2 kg and is rated to 
bear a load of up to 3.5 kg. Its built-in alt-azimuth adjustments work 

in conjunction with an included illuminated polar-alignment scope 
and an optional iOptron Polar Scope smartphone alignment app to 

achieve very accurate alignment. The SkyTracker can be used in both 
Hemispheres and has four tracking rates: sidereal, 0.5× sidereal (good 

for nightscapes), solar and lunar. The unit can run for up to 24 hours 
on four AA batteries. Optional accessories include a counterweight 

package, tripod, AC adapter and ball head. Although recently 
discontinued, this model is still readily available.

Sky-Watcher Star Adventurer 
skywatcheraustralia.com.au • Starting at AUD$499 

Sky-Watcher’s Star Adventurer is a versatile tracker with lots of 
options that can even be expanded to be a complete, lightweight 
equatorial mount. Weighing 1 kg, it can handle a payload of 5 kg 
and includes an illuminated polar-alignment scope. The mount can 
operate in both Hemispheres and includes sidereal, lunar and solar 
tracking, as well as 0.5×, 2×, 6× and 12× sidereal rates to assist 
with nightscape time-lapse animations. It can also connect to your 
Canon or Nikon DSLR to trigger exposures with an appropriate 
cable. You can slew in either direction in RA at 12× to assist with 
framing your subject. The unit operates for up to 72 hours on 4 AA 
batteries, or it can be powered through a mini-USB port.

The mount also has an RJ-12 port that supports standard 
autoguiders to permit even longer exposures when shooting with 
long telephoto lenses.

Optional accessories include a Latitude (EQ) Base, a declination 
bracket and a counterweight kit.

Sky-Watcher Star Adventurer Mini 
skywatcheraustralia.com.au • Starting at AUD$479 

Sky-Watcher recently announced a new star tracker, the Star 
Adventurer Mini. Weighing just 680 grams, it’s smaller and 

lighter than the Star Adventurer and can carry up to 3.2 kg. The 
mount includes the same drive modes as the Star Adventurer, 
with some innovative additional options that allow you to pro-

gram multi-panel panoramas. It can also connect to your Canon 
or Nikon DSLR to trigger exposures with an appropriate cable. 
The Star Adventurer Mini can operate for up to 72 hours on an 

internal rechargeable battery or be powered through a mini-USB 
port. Additionally, it can be controlled via a Wi-Fi connection and 

free smartphone app. The base model includes a polar scope, 
illuminator and a ball head, and it accepts all accessories for the 

original Star Adventurer.
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Vixen Polarie Star Tracker
astroshop.com.au • AUD$499

The sleek Polarie Star Tracker is a compact, rectangular drive that attaches 
directly to your tripod with a ¼-20 threaded socket. Weighing just 680 grams, 
it can handle cameras of up to 1.6 kg. The base model is aligned using a peep 
sight to point toward the pople, which is accurate enough for exposures up to a 
couple of minutes with a wide-angle lens. A built-in inclinometer (tiltmeter) helps 
you accurately set the altitude adjustment. It can be operated in both Hemispheres 
and offers sidereal, 0.5× sidereal, lunar and solar drive speeds. The unit is powered 
using 2 AA batteries that last about 4 hours; it and can also be powered via a mini-
USB port.

Additional options for the Polarie include an unilluminated polar-alignment 
scope, ball head, time-lapse adapter, and a Polar Fine Adjustment Unit that’s very 
useful for exact altitude and azimuth adjustments. Vixen also offers a Polar Meter 
with a built-in bubble level and altitude scale for daytime alignment (as when 
shooting solar eclipses).

AstroTrac TT320X-AG
astrotrac.com • Starting at US$619 

The AstroTrac is a futuristic-looking drive that doesn’t use a traditional 
gear and worm drive. Instead, it uses a ‘worm rod’ that is actually a 
section of screw with fine threads in a tangent arm that will track for 2 
hours before the screw needs to be reset. The unit weighs 1 kg and can 
carry a hefty payload of up to 15 kg. It operates in both the Northern and 
Southern Hemispheres with sidereal, lunar and solar rates electronically 
controlled for accuracy.

AstroTrac claims an unguided peak-to-peak tracking error of about 5 
arcseconds over a 5-minute period. The TT320X-AG also has an ST-4-
compatible autoguider port for autoguiding in right ascension. 

While the drive comes with a DC power cord, an 8-AA battery holder 
is an additional option, as is an illuminated polar-alignment scope, a 
ball head, and various accessories to make the drive into a complete 
equatorial mount capable of bearing small telescopes with ease.

Fornax Mounts LighTrack II
fornaxmounts.com • Starting at about US$458

This mount appears similar to the AstroTrac seen below, but it’s driven 
using a flat-wheel friction drive with a claimed peak-to-peak drive error of 2 
arcseconds over an 8-minute period. Like the AstroTrac, the drive needs to 

be reset about every 2 hours. The LighTrack II weighs 1.3 kg and can carry 6 
kg. It will operate in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres at sidereal, 

0.5× sidereal, lunar and solar rates. It also has an autoguider input for right 
ascension corrections. The LighTrack II is powered via a 12V DC cigarette-

lighter cable. Additional accessories include a Sky-Watcher HM5 polar scope 
and adapter thread and the FMW-200 adjustable wedge. 
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What We Like
Excellent optics

Robust Wi-Fi interface

What We Didn’t Like
Confusing manual

Less stable than double-armed
fork mounts
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WHETHER I’M SURFING Facebook or 
just talking to friends, my smartphone 
and I are inseparable — that is, until it’s 
time to use a telescope. There are ways 
to use an iPhone or Android device to 
send a computerised telescope to sky 
objects, but until recently add-on cables 
and boxes were required. That’s changed 
with the introduction of Celestron’s 
NexStar Evolution series of Schmidt-
Cassegrain telescopes.

Fork-mounted SCTs have long been 
a mainstay in the amateur market, 
offering portability and generous 
aperture in a compact package. One of 
the big attractions of mass-produced 
Schmidt-Cassegrains is that they tend 
to be in the forefront of technological 
advances, and that is certainly true 
of Celestron’s Evolution line of SCTs. 
This new series fully integrates the 
company’s computerised Go To 
telescopes with the electronic devices 
most everybody owns these days. The 
next step in the ‘evolution’ of the SCT? 
We looked at the Evolution 9.25 to see.

Celestron NexStar  
Evolution 9.25 
U.S. Price: $2,199

celestron.com

The Celestron NexStar Evolution series 
of Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes provides 
generous aperture in a compact package, with 
fully integrated smart device control.

Smart astronomy:  
the NexStar Evolution 9.25
Celestron changes the game with complete Wi-Fi controls.
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The Evolution tripod includes a handy bubble
level to quickly level the tripod before attaching
the fork mount. A central pin helps to centre the
fork base.

The set-up
The Evolution 9.25 ships in two boxes: 
one containing the tripod, and the 
other with the optical tube assembly 
(OTA) attached to its single-arm fork 
mount. The OTA box also contains a 
hand control paddle, 40- and 13-mm 
Plössl eyepieces, a plastic-bodied star 
diagonal, a zero-power red-dot finder, 
an AC adapter, and an instruction 
manual plus an addendum sheet. 

The Evolution tripod is a hefty 
model with 5-cm-diameter stainless-
steel extendable legs equipped with two 
metal spreaders. The upper spreader is 
tightened against the tripod legs with 
a knob on a threaded rod that extends 
from the underside of the tripod head, 
and doubles as an accessory tray, 
while the other folds out near the leg 
extensions to provide additional stability.  

The combination of telescope and 
fork mount weighs in at 16 kg and is a 
bit awkward to handle, with the tube 
being considerably longer than that of 
Celestron’s 20-cm model. The scope is 
easiest to set up by first removing the 
OTA from the fork and assembling the 
three parts in stages. The tube attaches 
to the mount via a Vixen-style dovetail 
bar and saddle, and is held securely in 
place with a single knob. Most users 
will mount the fork assembly directly 
onto the tripod and use the scope 
in alt-azimuth fashion as I did. An 
optional wedge enables the telescope 
to be used in equatorial mode for deep 
sky imaging, and could also mitigate an 
issue I discovered later on.

Lifting the light fork and its drive 
base to the tripod isn’t a strain, but 
getting the base properly positioned 
on the tripod head can be. There’s a 
central pin on the head that goes into 
a hole on the underside of the mount’s 
base. With practice, it became easier to 
position the base properly onto the pin, 
but it was never easy. Once the base is 
properly positioned, the remainder of 
the assembly is pretty straightforward.

After admiring the attractiveness of 
the scope for a while, I took stock of the 
accessories. Although most owners will 
use the telescope with a smartphone 

or tablet, Celestron includes the latest 
version of its NexStar+ hand control. 
Not only does it enable the telescope to 
be operated without a smart device, it 
enables control of the Evolution with a 
laptop computer. But at first, it wasn’t 
clear to me how that worked. The new 
hand control doesn’t have a serial port 
like previous models. Instead, there is 
a mini USB jack, and I was afraid that 
would make it impossible to use the 
Evolution with my astronomy software,
which requires a serial connection. 
I discovered, however, that the USB 
connector on the hand control is 
followed by an internal serial-to-
USB converter, and a laptop sees the 
Evolution as a normal serial device.

The Evolution has a built-in lithium 
iron phosphate rechargeable battery in 
its base, and the included AC adapter 
serves as its charger. The manual warns
that the battery must be charged before
using the telescope for the first time. 
Unfortunately, it doesn’t explain exactly
how to do that. 

A table in the back of the instruction
book clued me in. The Celestron-logo 
power LED indicator on the fork arm 
indicates battery charge, among other 
things. Rapid blinking warns of a low 
battery, while slow pulsing means 
charging is in progress, and a steady 
light means fully charged. Plugging the 
charger into the power receptacle on 
the telescope’s control panel resulted in
half an hour of LED pulsing before the 
battery was topped off.

Under the stars  
with SkyPortal
It was time to get the Evo into the 
backyard, where the first challenge was 
balancing the tube by sliding it back and
forth in the saddle with the attachment
knob slightly loosened. When the 
telescope was perfectly balanced, its star
diagonal bumped into the base when 
the scope was pointed higher in altitude
than about 70°. I could improve on 
that 70° somewhat by moving the tube 
forward in the saddle.

This minor imbalance didn’t cause 
problems, but I was reluctant to use the 

Once the drive base is seated, the fork is 
rotated until alignment marks line up with the 
tripod’s three, tool-free mounting bolts.

scope way off balance — in addition to 
straining the altitude motor, accidentally 
unlocking the altitude lock on the 
mount might result in disaster if the 
front end of the tube slammed into the 
base. Thus, with the scope reasonably 
balanced, targets near the zenith are off 
limits. Owners of the Evolution 9.25 
should consider adding a counterweight 
to the rear of the tube, or purchase 
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the optional equatorial wedge, which 
changes this ‘zone of avoidance’ to the 
area surrounding the celestial pole.

Ready to go, I prepared myself for an 
adventure in wireless Wi-Fi telescope 
control. I installed Celestron’s free 
SkyPortal app, which is based on the 
popular SkySafari app, for my iPhone 
as well as my Android tablet. While 
SkyPortal only includes a couple of 
hundred deep sky objects, the Plus and 
Pro versions of SkySafari are compatible 

with the Evolution and include tens of 
thousands of objects in their databases.

I initially tested the Evolution 
with my iPhone, though results were 
identical with my Android tablet. The 
process of getting aligned and going 
to targets is amazingly simple. Turn 
on the telescope and connect to it in 
the Wi-Fi setup of the smart device 
(it will show up as ‘SkyLink-E5’ in the 
list of available networks). A pulsing 
Wi-Fi LED indicator shows the scope is 

communicating with your smart device.
Once in SkyPortal, click on the 

telescope icon. To perform a Go To 
alignment, select ‘connect and align’ on 
the screen and follow the instructions, 
which will lead you through Celestron’s 
SkyAlign procedure. The Evo gets the 
time, date and location automatically 
from your phone or tablet. 

SkyAlign requires you to centre three 
bright objects, either stars or planets. 
You don’t have to know the names of 
these objects; you only need to centre 
them. I thought I’d have a hard time 
using my iPhone’s touch-screen instead 
of real buttons on a hand control, but 
it was doable from the beginning and 
became easy with experience.  

The app’s virtual buttons are 
very responsive; there is no time-lag 
between pushing one and the telescope 
beginning to move. I did find the initial 
rough-centring speed to be a little too 
fast, but a speed-slider onscreen allows 
you to adjust that and the eyepiece-
centring speed to suit your comfort. 
I lined up the first star through the 
red-dot finder, pressed the onscreen 
‘Enter’ button, and then positioned the 
star through the eyepiece and pressed 
‘Align’. I followed that with another 
star, then Saturn, and I was done. 

The app said my alignment was 
successful, and it was. Any object I asked 
the telescope to point to, from one 
side of the sky to the other, was visible 
through the 40-mm eyepiece at 59×, and 
sometimes through the 13-mm at 180×. 

The Evolution can also be aligned 
with the hand control, which includes 
several alignment options not available 
in SkyPortal. Performing the alignment 
with my phone or tablet seemed to 
produce the most accurate pointing. The 
scope can be operated with either Wi-Fi 
or with the hand control, though both 
cannot be used at the same time.

So how do you point to objects with 
SkyPortal? You can select a target by 
clicking on it in the displayed star chart 
and then clicking the Go To button, or 
you can use SkyPortal’s versatile search 
function to find an object of interest 
and then tap Go To. There’s also a list 

Like most Celestron NexStar telescopes, the 9.25 is attached to the fork arm via a convenient 
Vixen-style dovetail system that enables users to remove or re-balance the OTA, though attaching 
the tube can be challenging due to the dovetail’s position on the side of the tube.
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of the night’s best objects if you can’t 
decide on what you want to see.

The reliability of the Evolution’s 
Wi-Fi connection impressed me. I could 
control the telescope from as far as 20 
metres away on a wide-open observing 
field. The manual warns that competing 
Wi-Fi signals may cause problems, 
but that never happened to me. The 
only time my iPhone or Android tablet 
disconnected was when I let the devices 
go into power-saving sleep mode. When 
I woke them, SkyPortal reconnected 
automatically in a few seconds. 

Accurate pointing is a good thing, 
but how did the objects look? The 
Celestron 9.25’s 235-mm aperture, 
2,350-mm focal length f/10 optics have 
a reputation for excellence, and I was 
certainly impressed with them. Despite 
only so-so atmospheric steadiness, 
the scope produced satisfying views 
of Saturn. The 9.25 is a powerful 
performer on the deep sky, too. From 
my light-polluted backyard, its generous 
aperture enabled me to resolve brighter 
globular star clusters into hordes of tiny
pinpoints. 

Mediocre seeing conditions 
prevented me from doing a definitive 
star test, but from what I could tell, the 
appearance of the diffraction pattern of
a slightly out-of-focus star was similar 
on both sides of focus — an indication 
of well-corrected optics.

When I began observing with the 
Evolution, I was concerned I might 
accidentally bump the star diagonal into 
the telescope base if I chose an object 
too close to the zenith. Fortunately, 

the SkyPortal app and the hand control
both include an altitude limit that is 
adjustable, and this always prevented 
the diagonal from hitting the base.

In addition to its Wi-Fi capabilities, 
the Evolution is different from most 
other fork-mount SCTs in this aperture 
range because of its single, rather than 
double, fork arm. Some prospective 
owners have expressed concern about 
that, and I did find the Evolution mount
somewhat less stable than heavier, 
double-arm forks. Nevertheless, the 
Evolution is still quite useable, even 
at high power. With the tripod legs 
retracted, a rap on the tube produced 
vibrations that took up to 4 seconds to 
die out at 180×. Focusing at high power 
without creating excessive vibration 
is easy if you use a light touch on the 
knob. The advantage of the single-arm 

Left: Although the scope comes with Celestron’s NexStar+ hand controller, the telescope 
can be completely controlled using a smartphone or tablet running the SkyPortal app. A laptop 
computer can be connected to drive the telescope via a mini-USB input at the bottom of the 
controller. Right: The Celestron logo on the fork arm lights up to indicate the status of the internal 
battery charge. Not shown on the rear of the arm at right are two additional RJ-11 auxiliary ports, 
the Wi-Fi on/off switch and a Wi-Fi reset button.

The base of the mount includes the charger 
port, two RJ-11 auxiliary ports to attach the 
hand controller or a StarSense alignment unit, a 
USB power output port and the power switch.

fork is that this nearly 25-cm SCT is far 
easier to transport and assemble than 
similar size double-arm SCTs.

Imaging performance
Many new amateurs looking for a 
telescope want to know “Can it take 
pictures?” Due to its light single-
arm fork mount, this would not be 
a telescope I’d choose for the most 
demanding deep sky imaging, but you 
can take pictures with it. It's more than 
adequate for high-resolution planetary 
photography, and also good enough to 
let new imagers get their feet wet with 
some deep sky imaging.

As a trial, I shot images of a few 
bright objects at the Cassegrain focus 
on the Evolution. The telescope as 
delivered only works in alt-azimuth 
mode, and the inherent field rotation 
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of computerised alt-azimuth tracking 
doesn’t allow for long exposures. 
Nevertheless, I could expose for 30 
seconds in many areas of the sky. 
Stacking 20 of these exposures into 
a single image resulted in respectable 
photos of bright objects, including a 
globular cluster and the Ring Nebula. 

The modular nature of the Evolution 
makes the scope particularly attractive 
for users who might consider upgrading 
the mount in the future, whether by 
buying the optional equatorial wedge, 
or by replacing the mount for deep sky 
astrophotography at a later date.

Battery life
How long will the built-in battery run 
the Evolution? Celestron says it will 
allow up to 10 hours of operation, but 
the exact figure will depend on how 
much Go To slewing you do, as well as 
the outside temperature. The Evolution 
naturally draws considerably more 
current when slewing at high speed than

Left: Aligning the Evolution using the SkyPortal app begins by touching the telescope icon, then choosing ‘Connect and Align’ to proceed. Middle: 
The app will then instruct you to centre a bright star through the telescope’s finder, and then through the eyepiece using the on-screen buttons at the 
side of the screen. Right: After centring the third object, tap ‘Enter,’ and the alignment process is complete.

As supplied, the NexStar Evolution 9.25 
telescope in proper balance can only point 
about 70° up before its star diagonal hits the 
drive base. Adding a tube weight to the rear 
cell can alleviate the issue.

simply tracking the stars. Despite doing 
a lot of slews, I never ran the battery 
down during several 4-hour observing 
sessions. If you do get a low-battery 
warning, operation can continue with 
the AC charger plugged in or with an 
optional DC power source. 

What I liked most about the Evolution 
9.25 wasn’t just the wireless control, or 
the built-in battery, or the great optics. 
It was the combination of all of these 
things that resulted in a telescope that 
is enjoyable and convenient to use. Not 
having to lug a big battery and rustle up 
a hand control meant I was willing to 
take the Evolution into the backyard for 
short observing sessions. What Celestron 
has in the Evolution 9.25 is a powerful, 
user-friendly, high-tech telescope that 
encourages its owner to get out under 
the stars.

 
ROD MOLLISE has used more 

Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes than 
you can shake a Go To controller at.
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I THINK WE WOULD all agree that 
the things we look at through our 
telescopes are generally beautiful. 
The Moon, planets, star clusters, 
nebulae, galaxies — all provide a sense 
of aesthetic pleasure along with their 
intellectual attraction. The telescopes 
themselves, though, are most often 
utilitarian tubes, or even just open 
frameworks reminiscent of scaffolding 
around an unfinished building.

Yet every now and then you’ll 
see a telescope that rivals the night 
sky itself for its sheer eye-stopping 
beauty. Brent Burton has built such an 
instrument. Made of several different 
species of exotic hardwoods, with an 
inlaid dragon swirling up the mount, 
this scope is a panacea for cloudy days. 
Who cares what’s in the sky when this 
gorgeous creation is set up right there in 
front of you, begging to be admired?

And as if the scope weren’t enough, 
Brent has built an accessory tray to 
match it. Together they rival Saturn as 
the main attraction at a star party.

What made Brent decide to build 
such a vision? In his own words: “I love 
woodworking and I love astronomy. 
Seemed like a match made in heaven.”

The scope took about a month to 
build, working on it every day. The tray 
took about as long, mostly in carving the 
accessory tray's hand out of ironwood. 
He used the project to keep himself busy 
when his family was abroad to visit his 
in-laws. Brent reports that “Half the fun 
was actually finding all the right exotic 
woods used in the construction of the 
scope and learning how to best work 
with the wood with the limited tools I 
had in my one-car garage.”

The scope uses an eclectic mix of 
spalted curly maple, walnut, western 
pine, beefwood, curly eucalyptus, 
African bubinga, bloodwood and various 
exotic burlwoods. The tray incorporates 
Samoan ifilele, ironwood, curly maple, 
African bubinga and bloodwood.

The inlaid dragon is made of African 
bubinga and Amboyna burlwood. To 
make it, Brent first drew out a pattern, 

then cut the inlay on a scroll saw, traced 
the shape on the wood to be inlaid and 
routed that out with a Dremel tool. 
Once he got it to fit well, he glued it 
in and sanded flat the inlay. Any gaps 
he filled with wood glue mixed with 
sanding dust from the inlay wood.

That’s the only pattern used on 
either the scope or the tray. Brent says, 
“A lot of people ask where I got plans 
or if I made plans for it before I started. 
I’ve never made plans or ever put much 
onto paper before I get started on my 
projects. I just think of it in my head, 
start building, and make adjustments as 
I go to make it work. I actually see them 
as mental exercises to get my creative 
juices going.”

The optics came from a 100-mm 
f/4 Orion SkyScanner. Brent took 
the primary mirror, mirror cell and 
spider assembly from the old scope and 
integrated them into the wooden OTA. 
He also reused the Teflon bearings and 
the altitude bearing.

The focuser started from a solid 
block of claro walnut hollowed out to 
accommodate the metal focuser tube, 
bearings, and drive shaft of a standard 
Crayford. The end plate is of African 
bubinga. Brent reports that “It all works 
really well and is as smooth as any 
other Crayford I’ve used.”

Brent admits that this scope is more 
of a showpiece than an observing scope, 
but it does work as well or better than 
the original SkyScanner he got the 
optics from. And it turns heads at every 
star party he takes it to. He reports: 
“People’s reactions are mostly of 
amazement and admiration. Sometimes 
it can be rather embarrassing. It sort of 
makes me feel like a celebrity at times 
when people look at it, leave, and then 
bring someone else over to see it. I do 
love to see the reactions and smiles it 
brings to people that come to look at it, 
though.”

The OTA and mount are made with several 
exotic hardwoods, including African bubinga, 
bloodwood and various exotic burlwoods.

Brent Burton with his attractive telescope 
and accessory tray. A
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Brent’s beauties
Not everything beautiful about astronomy is up in the sky.

ASTRONOMER’S WORKBENCH  by Jerry Oltion
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Astrophotos from our readers

  WHOLE SKY
Stephen Mudge

This amazing panorama of the sky, showing the
Milky Way stretching overhead, was made by stitching

together thirty, 30-second images taken with a Canon 6D
camera and Samyang 14-mm lens at f/2.8 and 6400 ISO.

Stephen’s brother-in-law makes a cameo appearance.

GALLERY  
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HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR 
IMAGES   Images should be 
sent electronically and in high-
resolution (up to 10MB per email) 
to contributions@skyandtelescope.
com.au. Please provide full 
details for each image, eg. date 
and time taken; telescope and/or 
lens; mount; imaging equipment 
type and model; filter (if used); 
exposure or integration time; and 
any software processing employed. 
If your image is published in this 
Gallery, you'll receive a 3-issue 
subscription or renewal to the 
magazine.

  EQUINE WONDER  Robert Sharp
This image of IC 434, the Horsehead Nebula, was taken with a Canon 60Da at prime focus on an 

ES ED102APO refractor with field flattener. Twenty-three, 5-minute subs with 69 calibration frames
(23 each for darks, flats and bias) were captured in BackyardEOS and processed in PixInsight.

  FAST FOWL
Beau Kreis
Between Crux and Carina is 
found IC 2948, also known at 
the Running Chicken Nebula. 
Beau used a Sky-Watcher 20cm 
reflector, Canon 5DsR DSLR 
(unmodded) and a total of 7 hours 
exposure (bias, darks and lights).



  CARINA #1
William Tan
Here’s the magnificent Carina Nebula as we don’t normally 
see it, filtered through Ha, O-III and S-II filters. William used 
a Skyrover 110ED with 0.8x reducer, ASI 1600MM-Cool 
camera and a total of 57 minutes exposure.

GALLERY  
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  DRAGON’S DEN
Mike O’DaySeveral deep sky 
objects are captured 
in this image: the 
bright pink nebula 
to the right of centre 
is NGC 2014; the 
blue nebula at 
lower centre is NGC 
2032 (the Dragon’s 
Head Nebula); 
and the green-
blue ‘oval’ is NGC 
2020. Mike used an 
Orion Optics CT12 
telescope and a 
Nikon D5300 DSLR 
camera (unmodified) 
to produce this HDR 
image of 106 sub-
images ranging from 
3 to 240 seconds, all 
at ISO 800.

  CARINA #2
Peter Brackenridge
A more traditional view of the Carina 
Nebula. Peter used an RC18 telescope, 
SBIG STX-16803 camera, and processed 
the HaLRGB exposures in PixInsight.
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  POETIC 
PICTURE  
Joe Perulero  
Named after the 
Nobel Prize-
winning Chilean 
poet, the Gabriela 
Mistral Nebula 
(also known 
as NGC 3324 
and IC 2599) is 
located around 
7,200 light-years 
away. Joe used a 
SBIG STF8300m 
camera and 
LRGB, Ha, O-III 
and S-II filters for 
a total of just over 
5 hours exposure.

  MARS IN THE MIDDLE  Lander Clifton
Very unusually for this day and age, this image of Mars near 

the Milky Way (in September last year) was taken on film! 
Lander used a Minolta X300 camera, 35mm 200 ASA film 
and a 135mm lens, manually guided using a 25-cm SCT.

GALLERY  
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The bright one that got away
Fifty years ago this month, the author, then 16, came a hair’s breadth from making a huge discovery.

IN THE CONSTELLATION Delphinus 
the Dolphin, on the evening of July 8, 
1967, British observer George Alcock 
discovered what became the brightest 
nova in 25 years, peaking at magnitude 
3.5. He spotted Nova Delphini 1967 
(later designated HR Del) with 
binoculars after 800 hours of nova-
searching during the previous six and 
a half years. While Alcock is rightly 
credited with discovering this star, I 
saw it as a 6th-magnitude interloper 
two nights earlier from my backyard 
observatory in Burbank, California — 
and I wasn’t even looking for novae!

I was 16 that summer and had 
become a prolific variable star observer. 
During the 1966–67 American 
Association of Variable Star Observers
observing year, I submitted over 5,200
magnitude estimates, fourth in the
world in the AAVSO’s tally that year.
As the summer of 1967 began I added
two bright semi-regular variables to
my observing list, U and EU Delphini,
which were not part of the regular
AAVSO program. This seemed a logical
thing to do since they were near
S Delphini, a long-period variable I’d
made 17 observations of in the previous

year. I secured my first estimates of
these variables, at magnitudes 6.5 and
6.0, respectively, on June 26th.

Around 12:20am on the night of
July 6–7, I again pointed the 6×30
finder of my 15-cm Optical Craftsmen
reflector to the diamond of Delphinus,
above the avocado tree in my parents’
backyard. After checking my Skalnate
Pleso star atlas, I quickly found the pair

I saw it as a 6th-magnitude interloper two nights earlier 
— and I wasn't even looking for novae!

 The author in his backyard observatory the year he just missed eternal fame.

of 6th-magnitude stars I’d long used in 
locating S Del. As I identified U and EU 
Del, I noticed something near the top 
of the 5° field of the finder. It surprised 
me to see a roughly 6th-magnitude 
star there; I didn’t recall anything that 
bright forming such a nice equilateral 
triangle (roughly 2° on a side) with U 
and EU Del.

Unfortunately, I remembered just 
enough of my charts to judge my 
magnitude estimates without referring 
back to them, and I just assumed that 
the questionable object belonged there. 
So I moved on to the next variable on 
my list. In those days I often made 
more than 30 variable-star magnitude 
estimates per hour, a pace that was 
perhaps a little too fast for me to 

appreciate anything unusual.
Pre-discovery photographs put Nova 

Del at magnitude 5.8 that night, and at 
6.7 when I'd conceivably had an earlier 
chance on June 26th.

I told this story the next summer 
to my friend Douglas Duncan. Forty-
two years later — he was by then a 
university astronomer and director of a 
planetarium, and still is — he told me 
he often shared the story as a lesson to 
his students. So after all those years I 
had some consolation: My failure was 
being used as an example of the need 
to be careful and meticulous in making 
observations!

■ STEPHEN COOK, a former university 
professor and high school physics 
teacher, runs Project Worldview 
(projectworldview.org) and does CCD 
variable star photometry from his home. 
In 2008, his old Optical Craftsmen 
telescope helped in the discovery of a 
new eclipsing binary star (V1047 Persei).

FOCAL POINT  by Stephen P. Cook
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